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were hoard from an
adjacent barami the brutal gang of
desperadoes rushed forth,
crying—"Let us make
the greasers treat, or
pay tribute ! They
have no business on this side of the river !'
In a moment the intoxicated ruffians
surrounded their astonished victims, and
•Tack \Nalker, in rude, menacing tones
addressed the alarmed circle :
‘You
must all eoino into the
grocery, and
room,
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pursuit of ambition, since
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day had b«»en ex- i whose features and nvlre costume proArtificiality of EnglandBut the secret you must*keep;
[it opened the path to political influence,
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energy of the British
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I’m talking iu my sleep.
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as
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want to pur,"
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And I know they are hut seeming,
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friendship
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character pervades
city,
All the hopes that'round me shine.v
ga\c the order to the boatswain t> call the plied in the negative, and turned our
of the two nations.'
leather, purchased the most powerful | the whole kingdom. Bacon said, Rome j ble houses which still withstand, in all hands to
go in swimming, and in less than
j
on a heap of exchanges lying before
A dignified middle-aged gentleman, horse in the
So remember, when I tell you
their amplitude, the encroachments of five minute* the forms of our tars were seen eyes
market, with a hardy mule ! was a State not subject to paradoxes
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of pure Spanish descent,
that our reply
us,
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with
for
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carrying burdens, provided a tent- but England subsist# by antagonisms and streets. The Duke of Bedford includes, leaping from the gangways, the ports, the amiinnocently fancying
manner would serve ns a suffieient
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cloth hatchet, tin cup, frying-pan and e nitrudictions
or included, a mile
in the heart of netting-, bowsprit, and sonic of the more van
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of
its
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to drive the travelling merchant
•We would he delighted to
For what we say in sleep.
join von several long ropes, and set out. alone greatness are the rolling waves ; and, from London, where the British Museum, once tures.»iuc took their leap from the arms of the hint
from our presence.
But wo were too
in the proposed conviviality, but, as
lower \.t/d.
you into the r'lapptirel of the desert.
Thus first to last, it is a museum of anomalies. Montague house, now stands, and the
Now, my pretty secret’s coining,
On <>t the
had been lowered verdant—the Jew, like all of the tra(Be«tudding-saib
perceive, we have ladies in charge, and equipped, lie wandered for weeks in the This foggy and
land
You must listen with your
Woburn
Bedoccupied by
square,
heart,
into the water, with its corners
rainy country furnishes
must, thcrerore, for the present, decline
suspended ing tribe, bad not (lie slightest idea of
And you shall hear it humming,
great prairie, which expands like a sea the world with astronomical observations. ford square and Russel square. The from the
mainysml arm and the swinging taking no for an answer.
the honor.’
And he pointed at a fairy between I .a redo and Rexar ; and
So close ’twill make you start.
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short rivers do not afford water-power, Marquis
Westminster
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‘•I offer liim you,'’ lie said, laying a
(..•rm that hung
quivering on his arm. I pitched his camp near a romantic foun- but the land Hhakes under the thunder of a few years the series of squares called I made tie ir way.
•Mexican girls love brandy as well as tain, some
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the mills.
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Or mine will wildly weep,
gold
anybody else ; bring her along too !' village, and half that distance from the portance, but there is more gold in Kng- blest house in London. Northumber- j the sport most heartily, were two of the hoys dollarsh. 1 musht shell a pair—T av sell
I love you, I adore you,
1 im \\ allace and I'red Fairbanks—the hit- ! netting to-day. and my vile and shild ,av
answered the other, with an insolent Rio (irande.
l land than in all other countries,
it is too land house holds its place by ( har- j! ter "f whom was the son
But I'm talking in ray
of our old gunner, got no pred—you viil take him
sleep.
hurst of laughter.
Here he lived in utter solitude during far North for the culture of the vine, but ing Cross. Chesterfield house remains and, in a
started out!
laughing mood
We shook our head.
•firing her along—the more the mer- three consecutive years, never a iproach- the wines of all counwies are in its docks. in Audley street.
Sion house ami from the studding-sail on a they
race.
A DOLLAR OR TWO.
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rier and if she don’t like the
“All,
you vill not take him at three
we
the
settlements
Holland
or
house
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in
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the suUurds.—
here was a loud ringing shout of jov on \
liquor,
ing
having the slight- The French Comte de Laurognais sai l,
dollarsh?'' Veil. then, you shall 'av him
Witheautiou* step, as we tread our way through will sweeten it with kissess 1* exclaimed est
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intercourse with the human species, “.Vo fruit ripens in England but a baked But most, of the historical houses arc i
lips,
they put off. and *.hey started | two dollarsh an’
This intricate world a.« other folks do,
the inebriate companions.
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save the ferocious bauds of
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glass, though itu' ’av no pred—1 musht sacrifice him.”
your sense of against whom he waged eternal war.— as cheap in London as in the Mediterra- which trade or charity has converted
The benevolent face of a dollar or two;
bosom rose in long and heavy swells that s t i
We looked a’ him, but were silent.
honor and propriety for the
privilege of Rut, although is dated from his kind, he nean The Mark Lane Express, or the them. A multitude of town palaces in from tie* Atlantic.
For an excellent thing is
dollar or two;
“Veil. then, if 1 split the difference—”
a free
passage through the streets, espec- did not spend his days in idleness or his Custom House Returns, bear out to the contain inestimable galleries of art.
i The vessel was moored, with a long
No friend is so true
a dollar or two;
“It would make no difference. I have
ially when accompanied by mv daughter,’ 'nights iu ease, llo subsisted entirely on letter the vaunt of Hope :
In the country, the size of private fr<*in both cables, and the buov of the sweep
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st.U'- U" us; for them.”
Thro* country and town as we pass up and down,
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the Spaniard, in persuasive ae- the
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the
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is
more impressive.
chase,
furnished
From Barn- | board anchor was fur away on the starboard
spoils
Lot Influx boast her palm*, nor envy wo
No paw port's so good as a dollar
U..4 ...:4l.
two!
"Vt !1, then, you shall ’av him at two
'him alike with food and raiment. He
ard castle, l rode on the highway, twen- | •jiiarter, where it ros and fell with the
The' weeping amber, nor the spicy tree.
'lie
unu
siiuu must nut
loi.ursi—mv
our
Would you read yourself out of the bachelor crew.
‘Let her show her tacc, and if she is cultivated with his own hands aby
oaks, thuso piecious loads arc ty-three miles from High Force, a fall of sw-llslike a drunken man.
lovely While,
Towards the buoy the two bids rn ad< their starve—take him at two dollarsh.”
borne,
And the hand of
female divinity
?
the trees, toward Darlington, past Baby
pretty, you may go,’ responded the bul- garden, filled with flowers and fruits, and
And realms commanded which those trees adorn.
Fred Fairbanks taking the laid; but!
••"hit, when we have no use for
You must always be ready the handsome to do,
lies
castle, through the estate of thr* Duke way,
;employed an ms leisure nours 111 me lawhen they were within about twenty or thir- them r
*1 submit to your reason as men, and borious
two.
The
na/ive
cattle
arc extinct,
Although it should cost you dollar
but
the
of
catch
the
of
The
fleetest
Cleveland.
Brodalhanc
pastime
ng
Marquis
ty fathoms ol the buoy. Tim shot ahead and
“But they are so slump—take him for
Lore's arrow is tipped wi?ii n dollar or two,
I ho rides out of his house a hundred miles,
your chivalry as Americans, that such a mustang- and the finest wild cows, until Island is fu'l or artificial breeds.
promi.-cd to win the race. The old gunner
tollar and a quarter !" he persisted,
And affection is gained by dollar ortwo;
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to
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created
and
a
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his
amounted
to
watched
the
insulting
enormous herds, agriculturist, ISakcwell,
in a straight line, to the sea, on his
request
woman,'
sheep
property
progress of his son with a vast'
“I cannot let my vife and
The best aid you meet in
remonstrated the lather ; in the mild- all thoroughly tamed au l domesticated.
advancing y..ur suit
cows, and ho “ties to order, and breeds in own property.
The Duke of Souther- •leal «>1 pnu *, anu when he saw him drop bo | ■arnestly;
Is the eloquent chink *.f a dollar
hind
be
tw.>
est manner, while the crimson of shame
leaped upon the poop, and was on I diild die for vant o’ pred !”
Such im existence, apart from its un- which every thing was omitted hut what land owns the County of Southerland,
The cow is sacrificed to stretching across Scotland, from sea to th** point of urging him on by a shout, when ! We shook our head otnniously.
Would you wish your existence with faith to imbue and indign ition colore I his complexion ! relieved lonelines, was exposed to cver- is economical.
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“Veil, than, yon shall 'av him at a tolcry reached him that made him start as if.
her
the
to the very temples.
ox to hissurloin.
Stall feed- sea. 'J he Duke of Devonshire, besides
as
And enrol in the ranks of the sanctified few ?
his
location
was
situated
;
bag,
j lasting peri1
lie had been struck by a cannon hall.
ar—hut th profit vouldn’t pay me the
makes
of
‘Modest woman!'
and
the
cattle,
To enjoy a good naia<- and w> 11 cushioned
on th" line
vociferated
Jack
followed
the
(Jamhis
other
owns
ing
sperm-mills
(Mi,000
estates,
acres
\ shark ! a shark ! came from the
usually
by
pew,
cap- 'ninths of a sheese cake! Take him
'A alk *r, with a yell of derision : ‘do
Y»u must freely come down with a dollar r tn
junch'-s m their prefatory incursions into ! converts the stable to a eh mical factory in the County of Derby The Duke (if tain of tin* forecastle, and at the sound of the! ilong—you shall 'av him at a tollar!”
The
The gospel is preached i.
and
too
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lakes
think
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rivers,
terrible
words
the
such
fools
men
who
as to believe
Mexico. What, then, it may well lie
were in tin.* watdollar
Richmond has 40,000 acres at (Joodwood
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er
And salvation is teachcd bv
! "Xu !
in the chastity of groasars
dollar
And with ; asked, was the chirm of such a life, that j ed, or obstructed by factories, are artifie alRaped and piling d towards tho ship.
two;
“Veil, vat you vill gif—say, quick—
the
Right
abeam,
at
distance
of throe or
You may sin at times, but the w.-rst of all crime
sudden motion of his hand he snatched j could fascinate so much erudition, intel- ly filled with the eggs ot salmon, turbot Ouko of Norfolk's park in Sussex, is
four cables' length, a shark-wake was q *cn ,oa shall ’av him at your own price!
Is to find yourself short of a dollar
tw.
the veil from the visage of the frighten- | leet and genius from all the siren allure- and herring
fifteen miles in circuit.
An agricultur- in the
where t!ie back of the monster Seventy-five shents !”
Steam is almost an Englishman.
I dq ist bought latclv the Island of Lewis, in was water,
ed girl.
| moots ofe.vili/ution, away into the shadvisible. His coins was for the hows.
j “Xo ! we have already ‘told you we
Tn act revealed features of such ex- |«>wy depth- of the old dangerous woods, not know but tlmv will send him to Par- Hebrides, containing 500,000 acres.— ;
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The possessions of the Earl of Lansdule
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now
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voice
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boys to turn, ! vife and shiId starve, and 1 ‘av not
gave him eight scats in parliament. This
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hut
the
little
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heard
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not.
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and
for
the
filled th
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bystanders with wonder and 1> auty of woman? 1 .at mystic spell of
ly the twojswiminers strove for the goal, all \ t c first copper to puy them pred. Tuke
THE MUSTANG HUNTER. admiration : for no p:cture couid be tnor ere hantmeiit was the love of solitude, in- farmer. The markets created by the r» form of 18.32, one hundred and
fifty- unconsciousut tho fearful death-spirit, that! tin m along at half a tollar!”
I harming than that child lik*\ inr.o ■: t herent in every imaginative mind, and manufacturing population have erecicd four persons sent three hundred and hovered bi near them. Their
We looked at the spectacles, which,
merry laugh j
AN EXILIC OK SORROW.
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larger.
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b it Fairbanks knew that it could not reach i
ger arrived in the city ..f Hrownsv die,
No the small freeholds.
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a vision,
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of nuprisc and admiration. Captain Mil- so enchanting
buy those spectacles of you, if
bv 32.000.
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l leaving the daughter with- the
1,287,80
1.040,04
va'ue is pluck. The cah-meu
Yes,” answered John, I was not aware the hatch, and covt r *d Ids face with his hands, i'.fast,
English
with them a j family, an
their
(
privileged
sport—for
'alaifl,
dened air or nameless melancholy which
1,285.55
1.167,96
iu the wide world.— have it; the merchants have it; thebish- what l was about. I was intent in working as ii afraid to
:h- ie-ult of his efforts, for <
consisted of a word and out a single relative
combat
always
In-diner,
1,258,27
1,195,55
out a sum, and requested the one who sat it lie had failed he
It was also evident to Clayton that the
usually originates in some bitter disap- blow, hut
kn *\v that ttic boy was | lallow
ops have it; the women have it; the jour- next to me to reach
took precedence. !
'll,
they
1,029,27
usually
1,005,34
me the arithmetic that lost.
pointment—the d irk shadow of a lost However, in this ease, either from cx- remembrance of his first generous act in nals have it ; the Times newspaper, they
is", ai,
’lion)
956,93
the
contained
rule
which
I
866,03
wished to s-e.”
I- >r n moment aft
tlie report of the gun ]
love or forlorn ambition, although il
her behalf had kept alive a more than say, is the pluckiest thing in England,
lllsw jrth,
926.18
The doctor regretted his hasty threat, hut lnd died
823,43
| cess of haste or the mere design of inth
air,
ther
was a d *a 1
be
the
s
result
in
tm*
away
upon
of
coustiinterest
neirt, and Sydney Smith has made it a proverb, told John ho
may
occasionally
poor gin
could not suffer him to o&cupc silence, but as the smoke arose from tlmsur- i
timidation, they both missed their com ordinary
tution and temperament.
which iiis recent coqduct had, ii' possible, that little Lord .John Russell, the minis- the punishment, and continued—
L A W LAW.
face of till* water, there was at first a low
mon mark, and the second afterwards
,
increase I.
Nevertheless, the young captain coni I the
Indeed, she s >on ac- ter, would take the command of the eh mI wish I could avoid it, hut I cannot
arm of each dropped to his greatly
mid a lower mjll
And
mill
right
upper
*
*
*«
bo extremely social and agreeable when
1 that she loved him to mad- ncl fleet to-morrow.
It re- without a forfeiture of my word, and conse- that murmur gr.-w I.aider ami
Fell out about iheir water;
shattered by a brace of bullets knowledge
stringer until
be chose.
His conversation displayed side,
and untreated to be permitted to re- quires, men say, a good constitution to quent loss of mv authority. I will,” con- it swelled t.i n joyous,
war tlu y went, that is, to law.
To
ness,
The
shout.
i
i from the revolver of their unexpected
deafening
leave it to any three scholars you old
main and share his solimrv fortunes.
Resolved to give no quarter.
gunner sprang to his feet and gazed out
travel in Spain. I say as much of Eng- tinued he,
sparkling wi’t and the wildest humor, foe.
to say whether or not l omit the
111 the wat r. and the first
combined with knowledge and learning i
cannot bo n« you wish,’ replied her land, for other cause, simply on account may choose,
‘It
thing that m 11
up
Jack
relinchieftain
their
Ills view was the huge carcass ut tlie shark
Instantly
A lawyer was by each engaged ;
that looked almost like omniscience ti
‘for l have no of the vigor and brawn of the people.— punishment.”
J din said he was agreed to that, and imhis hold on the young girl, anil preserver, mournfully;
with its helty
And ht'tlv thev contended.
u
mangled mass. :
the shallow socialist of the frontier.— quished
affection worthy of tile name Nothing but the most serious business mediately called out 1. S.. T. I)., and 1). I*, floating
up.
any
longer
the
In
1
*w
rushed
at
a
when fees yew shirk, the war they u Agtid
moments the Ismt r-aeliod the
unsheathed a largo knife,
heart lies could give one any counterweight to these lb The doctor told them to return a verdict,
Nor did he appear to want for wealtl
to bestow on living clay.
My
hall
d.
I
a
w itli fright
oaring swimmers, and.
They judged Mere better ended,
Hut he share a similar fate with
as his clothing
of the most costlj \ enemy.
was
(cold in the sepulchre of a buried bride, Haresarks, though they wore only to order which they soon did, after consultation, as they were tn-iaiglo on hoard. Idle old man j
the others, as a third avenging ball
j
beneath the dust of Carolina. Shu tell eggs and muffins for their breakfast. The follows :—
and fashionable description, and he do
The heavy oust remaining still,
clasped his hoy in liis arms, and then, .w*rbroke every bone in his shoulder, and j
‘•The master’s word must he kept invio- eom"
AVi-re settled without pother ;
by the powerful ex -it- ile nt, he 1 -oiled
pos'ted ten thousand dollars in the ban! the remainder of the gang tied away in down a victim to the stroke of cholera, E'lgli simian speaks with all his body.— late. John must receive thethr Mitencd
One lawyer took the upper mill.
pun- upon the gun for support.
even at the
•on the day of his arrival.
altar, with the half-brcuthod : His elocution i stomachic, as the Ameri- ishment of six blows of the
consternation.
i(
of
hut
a
ferule;
The lower mill the other.
1 have seen men jn all the pints s ofcxcit
panic
vow upon her dying lips, and I feel the can’s is labial.
An event, however, soon happened t<
The Englishman is very must be inflicted on volunteer
and moot uml susixmse, hut never have 1
proxi<*s,
after
the
B'ciij
receiving
another
of
ever
!‘
loving
impossibilty
•deepen the general curiosity which hi' ! Captain Clayton,
petulant and precise about bis accommo- we, arbitrators, will share the punishment by three huudrisl human bangs more ov> reome
of young ladies who had re»
aeknowledg-m-nts of the SpanTo this she rejoined in language of un- dation at inns, and on the roads ; a
two blows each.”
presence had. fro n th" first inspirei grateful
quid- receiving
hy thrilling emotions than on that eventful ■enilvcouple
hastenhuried their father, who. by tha
beautiful
his
daughter,
I and
John, who had 1 ist >iv*d 1i the verdict, step- ino n -nt, when
tenderness, not the flowery dle about his toast and bis chop, and evspeakable
Jiri-t
knew
the
effect
of
among .ill classes of the community.— Tar
tiny
ray, was an old humorist, and bad such
At that period the streets of Hrowns jed to the office of a magistrate, related Idoom and freshness of the heart, and de- cry species of convenience, and loud and ped up to the doctor, and. with outstretched our gunner's shot.
exclaimed :—
and demanded an imin aversion to marriage that he would
ville chanced to be infested by a troop o p! what he had done,
siring nothing but to serve him as a ves- pungent in his expressions of impatience hand,Master, here is mv hand ;
More than- a match.—A Scotch
shan’t
His deoil, it is tal before some sacred shrine—to
not allow them to cuter the bonds of
lawless desperadoes, whose sole occupa mediate investigation.
g.tzo up- jut any neglect. 11 is vivacity betrays it- i he struck a blow ; I will receive they
the punish- farmer, celebrated in his neighborhood
the
of
a
with
as
a star—and to
him
met
approbation
him
as
on
matrimony, however advantageous the
true,
bis
in
bis
worship
sdf. at all points, in
tion and pastime consisted in bullyinj j
manners,
mont.”
for
his
immense
str<
and
th
skill
in
I
ngtli
the community ; but an idol.
jffer, conversing on his rharacter.the tldThe doctor, under pretence of wiping his athletic
the men and insulting the females in th large majority in
| respiration, and tho inarticulate noises h
exercises, very frequVntly had ■st observed : "lie is dead at last, and
had many friends, and
It was therefore no marvel if the exile i makes in clearing the throat; all signili- [ face, shielded his eyes, and telling the hoys the
of
vicinity. The leaders of this fearful an' 1 the"desperadoes the ablest
fighting people who cam" row. I think we will marry.” “Well. 1
attorrey in the of sorrow yielded to such passionate de cant of burly strength. This vigor appears | to go to their seats, said he would think of to pleasure
ferocious band with the throe giganti those employed
try if they could settlo him or not. mi for a rich husband, nr. d M 0. shall
votion, and the next day they were wed- in the incuriosity and stony neglect, each it. 1 believe he did think of it to his dying Lord I)-. a
brothers. Jack. Hill and George Walker place to prosecute.
great pugilistic ama» o? the man,” said the
at Mier.
The of the other. Each man walks, eats, day, but the punishment was never indicted.
youn; est. "Hold,
whose pistols ami bowie knives leviei I
The accused, had no noed of legal as- ded in the Catholic church
tear, had come from London on purpose I
American Pr> sbyterian.
lister,” said the other, “ih a t let us be
wife
was an heiress of great wealth ; but
conduct
his
own
and
defended
He
drinks, shaves, dresses, gesticulates,
To fight the athletic Scot.
contributions, in the shape of force, l sistance.
The latter :oo
converted all their effects into cash, in
hasty in the choice of our husbands—
was
loans, from all the groceries and mos t in a manner so masterly, and showed they
every manner acts and suffers without
working in an enclosure at a little ct us
There is said to be
on the steamer lor New Or- ref mice to the
upon Kate's Islmarry those whom the l’owers
of the mercantile establishments in th ? such a thorough acquaintance with the and departed
by-standers-in his own and in Cusco Bay, offliving
distance
his
from
the
when
nohouse,
the coast of Maine, a
ttiove have destined for us ; for oujr
sailed immediately for fashion,
town ; while so great had become th ; standard principles and precedents ol leans, whence they
only careful not to interfere with woman of tbs most wonderful powers of har- ble lord arrived, liis lordship tied his I
are
and have since resided in Paris them, or
registered in Heaven’s
terror of th’ir violent passions, tha t jurisprudence, as to prove himsell at Europe,
annoy them; not that lie is train- dihood. The island contains about five acres horse to a tree, and addressed the farm- j marriages
rook.
"l am sorry for that,’’ replied
A lew months ago, a gentleman ot ed to neglect the eyes of his neigliburn; the largest portion of which she has
uneven the officers of the law tremblci l once an accomplished orator and eonsuntput
r:—“Friend, I huvo heard a g’reat deal he
Brownsville received a letter from Capt lie is really occupied with his own affairs, der cultivation, raising handsome crops of po- if talk
youngest, "for L am afraid father
at the.r approach, and dared not so muc > mate lawyer; and accordingly he was
about yon, and I have come a
will have a chance to tear out the leaf.”
tint
was only filled, from and docs not think of them.
and
tatoes
other
Milton
The
land
Clayton,
the
vegetables
amidst
In
hail,
short,
yearly.
genas attempt their arrest.
sec which of us is the best
dismissed without
fo
long
way
never was ploughed, hut has he^n thoroughto end, with eulogies on his
One afternoon, a sin ill party of opu .' era] .acclamations of the assembled tnul- beginning
every one of these Islanders is an Island
ly hoed over hy her. The remaining portion wrestler.” The Scotchman, w ithout anand their wonder of a boy, himself, safe,
Verdict of a Negro Inquest.—"Wo, do m>
incommunicable she
lent Mexicans, from the neigborhood c f titude who regarded him as a hero ol beautiful lady,
tranquil,
devotes to raising hay of a very superior swering, seized the nobleman by the loraerihed
darkies, bein’ n kernur’s jury oh
which may lead to the probable inference In a
company of strangers yon would quality, every crop of which she lias mowed niddle of the body, pitched him over
Micr. wore prom mailing the public thoi the ighest class, a wonder of the world
lisgust, to sit on de body oh da giggur
found sweeter conso think him deaf; his
cs- that the wri'er has
and
never wander and cured with her own hand.
honor
all
of
l
The
earh
Tie
an
eyes
with
a
and
then
set about working. ho, now dead and gone hoforo us, have bee*
hedge,
oughfares, gaging
being worthy
surprise
lation in society than any which solitude from his table and newspaper.
Introduc- part of the day, r!io devotes to fishing, gain" When his
pleasure at the various specimens c f teem.
lordship had got himself fair- liftin' on de said niggar aforesaid, did, op df
him.—N. Y. Sunday tions are sacraments. Ho withholds his through the breakers in a fragile skiff, rowwas could ever afford
universal
and
c
ardent
v picked up. ••Well," said the farmer, right oh do fusteentn of November, oome to
Indeed, so
American skill and tast> in structures f
Times.
his def
tailin’ from de bridgo ob de ribto
uame.
At the hotel he is hardly willing ing single-handed where many a strong mar •have you
recent architecture.
Th -y had pause I tho popular feeling, that on the followanything more to say to me ?” into de by
would quail and hesitate. Tho results of hei
hook-ofol
said riher, whar we find be wee auhpt>
on the leveo to survey a grand ware
•No,”
his
“but
There is a man in Connecticut who has stick lo whisper it to the clerk at the
she
replied
j
ing day they called a mass meeting
perday’s fishing
exchanges for money an*1
lordship
house then in the course of erectioi the citizens and unanimously nomina- hatred for anything like monarchy, that lu fice. If he give you his private address groceries with doalers who visit the Island lajis you'd fta no gockl as to thrdw ma ,i
on a card, it is like an avowal of friend- fro#
n>i* librae
when loud execrations and drunks II ted the new favorite for the vacant of- won't wnar a erowu in his hat.
Pprtlsmb—Bfim+P**
I have something
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siilfsuription'-

if subscribers order tho discrntiru»ti«o •
papers, the publisher can wntinn® to toad
until all arrearges arc paid.
If subscriber* neglect or refuao to takB
papers from tho office to whioh they or® directed, they are held responsible till they aattl®
their tills ; and order the papers dioaentinned.
1. It any subscribers remove to another piaeo
with*,nt informing the publishers, _ml th® paper*
are sent to the former direction, they are held re-
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Farmers’ DaughtersThe Farmers’
the life as well

daughters are soon to b<
an the pride of the conn

Preservation of Pumpkins.—
Pumpkins are valuable as food for cat
tic, hogs &c., and are peculiarly grate
ful to milch cows in the winter season
but the great difficulty is to prevent tin
rot attacking them.
Without presum
ing to have settled the question, we von
ture the following suggestions :—lie for
\our pumpkins have
been frost-bitten •
hand them to an open shed or bar: 1

■

race of women,
whicl
other land can show.
I seek not t< >
fl ttter them, for before they can becom
this, they will have to nnke earnest et
forts of one or two kinds.
There ar
some
who depreciate their condition
■;nd some who have a false pride in it

try—a glorious

1

no

■

because they demand more considers
tion than they merit.
A want of intel
licence upon all subjects of the day, an;
of a refined education, is no more ex
disable in a country than a town bre< l
pir<, in this age of many books and news

floor ;

keep

them

in

a

dry,

cool

plac ;

until there is danger of th<*ir being fro
zen, when either cover them thoroughl;
with straw

or

what would

be

perhap

■

■

[From
Correspondence of the Loudon Star.]
The Mysteries, Miseries, and
Delights oi a Turkish Bath.—I
alighted at the door of the head bath*
ing establishment of Grand Cairo.
Behold me, now, in the vistibule of a
genuine Eastern hummum. Two tall
Xumidio.n slaves assist me to disrobe,
and in the place of my multiplied garments attire me in a piece of loose cloth,
buttoned just above the hips.
Thus
denuded, I am mounted on a pair of
wooden clogs, or pattens, about ten
inches in height.
1 am thc%supported
on either side,
while 1 make my way
over the glassy floor to a bathing saloon.
number one.
Here l am stretched upon
a
plank covered by a white cloth, and
recline at an angle of forty-five. The
room is then filled with vapor, and in
about ten minutes I am perspiring prothe

vlI)c (0Ustvoril)
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Wo

can

THE ELECTION.
only say on going to press,

Thurs-

that appearances indicate the election of Iluehannn, although it is not <y*r

day

noon,

tuinTthut there haslvcn any choice. Illinois
’vc think has
gone for Fremont. We haw
fought a good fight, and if the sham demo-

-Pictorial Family
jStAtts’
RiBLE.beintr
the Old and New Testaments,
Blighted Hopes.
accordWo 900 their victims everywhere. Obing to the authorized Version. With
full
references
tables
marginal
;
of tlio
Mai k the deep
serve that young widow.
Hvsior.s of. Kalco.ybridc.e. T. B
weights and measures of the Scriplines on her brow.
He to whose care she Peterson has in
press and will issue the
tures ; a full
Chronology, from the
entrusted her all this side of heaven" has 1st of December, the humorous
I,ntin of CpIotius ; a steel-engraved
writing!
been siricken down in the prime of life, of Jonathan F.
Family Record, for Births, Marriages,
Kelly, better known a?
and Heaths ; a superb and
: and those bopesof happiness which she so
authentic
Falconbridge' We copy the following
of Palestine and the
Holy Land
fondly oherishod arc forever blighted. notice of this woik from the Hoston i map
Illustrated by about One Thousand
That careworn man whose hands are hard
Daily 'l imes.
Engravings! 1460 pages large quarto,
with toil once hoped for something more
“Thousands of people in this region
price $0.
than a lile of manual labor. He would have enjoyed the brilliant, dashing,
We have a copy of the above Bible
j win for himself a name that would never sketches of the late Jobathan F. Kelly, and should be happy to show it to
any
die. But Alas! Fate uttered an irrevo- better known as the lively ‘Falconbridge,’ who will call at
our office, and
to take
‘Jack Humphries,’ Arc. : and now that
cable decree and his daily bread must be
his graceful and vivid pen can no longer their names as subscribers for a copy_
obtained by unceasing "industry. That enliven our literature, we believe his i It is a beautiful book.
"old maid" as you scornfully term her (as friends will be glad to learn that his HoCskhold
Words, (a reprint,) by the
if forsooth that were a disgraceful name; j best writings are to be collected and
same Publishe-s, is received of A.
Wilin
one
volume.
This
work
liams A Co. Boston1 pity the weak minds that think so:) published
has been generously undertaken by Mr.
once cherished hopes of happiness and her
Terms $:>00 |>er year, or 2d ets. a numT. P>. Peterson, of Philadelphia, withber : those reuniting iJ.'SOO will receive the
dreams were as "rosy hued” as your own. out regard to profit, for the sole
purpose
But Duty with relentless voice called her of creating a fund for the relief of the ; magazine free of postage. Clubs—Two
[For

tlte

Ellsworth American.]
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safer, remove them to a well ventilatet
cratic party is not l»eatcn, it has been frightcellar, keep them throught the very cob [
ened almost to death, and l>arcly saved by
weather.
1
should
be
They
papers.
placed upoi
the use of means which in the end will Iv
or
boards
1
nre
shelves
and
fron
bccaus
examined
discouraged
Many girls
its death.
Wall Street money’ hags, frauds
they cannot be sent away from home t time to time, and all those that have be
urui the eleetivo franchise, the Slave driver’s
boarding-school.;; but men of superio r come infected should be instantly mad
If these instructions sbouh
minds and knowledge of the world wool l use of.
whip applied to Nirthim doughfaces, and
rather have for wives women well ani l meet the eyes of an experienced farmer
I grow their despotism over the minds ami actions
through every pore.
fusely
properly educated at home. And thi < we should be obliged to him to comm ini faint, the vapor is turned off. a few buck- of the candid and honest In ion abiding
education cun be had, wherever the vie cate to us his plan of keeping pumpkin
ets of tepid water are thrown over me, Southern men, may have been too much for
isre is not wanting.
A taste for road
through the winter. It is a shame tha a
cup of coffee is administered, and a us to triumph over at this time, hut the
does
ing
wonders, and an earnest thirs t farmers are not more willing to commu few whiffs at a
chibouque. I am re- “good Time” is coming when such influences
after knowledge is almost certain to at nicate knowledge which they have learn
of ‘Falconbridge,’ who, wc regret copies five dollars;—Three
vived, and am straightway conduct into will not control the Government.
copes six dol.Xnc from her dreamland to meet face to face family
1
tain a sweet draught of Pierian
to say are in distressing circumstances.—
spring.' ed often by dear bought experience.— bathing saloon number two.
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and
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the
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cold,
noHousehold
York
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England.
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Real Estate Register.
The public will be serving a good and
Here, sitting on the side of a marble M ext have declared fir Freedom.
Words three dollars an<b fifty cents; ail
she obeyed the mandate. She sacrific- humane
ro >m in which I am
a
bly
beautiful
writing,
purpose by increasing the sale
Strength of Blood —Many do notap .1 reservoir of hot water, I am drenched j
Wo will next week give the vote of this ed her own
r 'fin’d, an 1 intellectual woman, in whos
happiness to contribute to that of this budget of excellent humor.— three of the Magazines five dollars and fifthe value of rigor an l str.ngi with buckets of the scalding liquid. I: State, if wo can
preeiatc
it
books
wore not as plentiful
girlhood
get
complete.
of others ; yet those who should fool the Mr. Kelly’s popularity i> not confined to ty een*s.
in the blood.* They do not fully considi am then laid down and scrubbed from
now. and who gained ber fine educatin'
B dow we give a summary of the election
the
head to foot with woollen gloves and a
The Portfolio, Published by John S.
that
all
of
muscle
and
b
»n<
deepest
gratitude turn coldly from her br- out Fast. He is well known throughsinew,
strength
under diuicuRi*s which would have dis
the West and South, having in forsort of fuller’s earth.
Then drenched in t'msewral States, so for as known.
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A Co.. Boston, is one of the best
depeuds entirely upon strengtl
c.-> ii
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id any but one who had as trinSleeper
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for
Fremont
mer
I am next submitted to the opyears been connected with the Cinby .about 23,000 ma- maid as she
oi in
it is rrom tne wood that ai : again.
oioou.
she
is
a noble
love for study.
is,
conducted
and neatest printed family newshigh-princicinnati anti New Orleans press.
We
these items are formed, and they must o eration of peeling, a process which re- jority.
New Hampshire for Fremont by 5000 ma1"’. women in towns a id cities are be
; of far more importance to so- are sure that this numberless inimitables papers, which Boston can boast of.
tarty
pled
all
It is
moves
accumulation
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uirt
and
course
of
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character of the ma
jority.
partake
corn.-ig so universilly unhealthy, and s<
than you pert mincing miss and af- ketches collected and handsomely issued just
It thus becomes important to fui scurf upon the surface ; which, in fact,
tonal.
M;wsaebus''tt* for Fremont bv probulily ciety
entering its second year, with many
uni' crsally extravagant, foolish and fash
off an outer skill.
The OO.HOO plurality
fected matron, and you would show more would form a volume which would s *11 improvements,
ly supply the elements of strength and t< seems to take
consequent upon the gratiion d
ttiat r1:■11 are almost in desoai
and add much to the posthumous
\ crui>n! fur Fremont by pibablv 2-'',000.
The
the impurities which vitiate peeling over. I am drenched again.
down
j
sense by treating her as she deserves to be largely
ke-.y
success which has attended the efot obtaining v ees who arc not invalids
fying
1
Cnnnoetirut
Fur
fame
of
next stage is that of pumice-stoning—
Fremont
about 10,1)00.
and weaken ihe blood and result in hu
poor ‘Falconbridge'*
treated than hv tarnimr tin V nr mwe
and providing them with what
Blind Island Fu Fremont Fiv 5*HM).
they d- mors and humor
Advance copies of either edition of fons of the Publishers. For a readable
poisons. Am-fid's Vita applied to the inside of the hands, the
"i
iruir.il ,i;t"i
have married them.—
Fir
Buchanan.
when she passes you. Shops one of the the work, will be sent, at once, to any newspaper, we recommend to those about
Pennsylvania
Fluid will effect this, in connection wit! >oles of the feet, and the heels, until all
N w York For Fremont.
f'nlcgs th young man has the fortun*
muM oiuu>, jrvr of
numberless victims of blighted hopes. pot vi me
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I.ion Hunter in New York— if cents to be an impression that he may
to
right
copy.
evenings.:
with you,” replied the other, “It is pure no wonder. The mason work
uake a fly of it.
and that it was which was super- i iix Years in a German
alone a nd also as means
walnut,
Prison—Little i
of instruction.
The :edod
will amount to 28,000,000 cubic feet1
Strakoseh is said to possess property iu-no-scnsc.'1
the 1 )orit, *c.,*c.
by
mahogany.
Very
probably
A nervous gentleman whose regard
itizens of our village are behind hand !
and the iron tubing will weigh 11,000
in Chicago valued at #100.000.
:hange was accelerated by the great conA. Williams & Co.,
1 or personal comfort is [laramount to his
general
C7” It is rumored that a fugitive slave tuns. \\ hen
Agents_
completed it will be the * > these matters, and we hope they will mmption of walnut for muskets in Marl- j loston.
ense of national honor, and
the iinporFor sale by Moses Hale.
Why did Job always sleep cold? Be- arrived at Portland a few days since, in | greatest bridge in the world.
t ike hold of it now with zeal.
war, which would so diminish
trough’s
anceofthe Arctic researches upon comWho,
comforters.
cause he had miserable
a ship from
some Southern part.
1
It
he
it.nam
s
of
that
that
Monthly for November is re- v rcial affairs,
wood,
-- ill start in the matter ?
quantity
mahogany
says: After all, the
ceived from A. Williams* Co. Boston,
There are two reasons why we don’t was unknown to the captain of the ship
Pride.—Pride requires very
___i night be the cheaper material.
j, rand achievement of I)r. Kane was in
costly
that
the
was
until
after
he
aboard,
;
negro
one because we don’t kno w
BttusGAii. Mr. Burlingame of the 5th
trust a ui in
food—it’s keeper's happiness—Colton
Ibis able magazine maintains its char- f nding a
place where mosquitoes have
It was observed of a philosopher who
was landed.
The fugitive was taken up i
; d strict, Massachusetts is elected
him, and the other because we do.
a cter, and
r ever been seen.
70 nm- vas drowned in the Ited
some choice articles in
by
!
presents
a
conductor
of
the
Sea, “that his
by
“Underground R.
£3^ Why was the nose put in the mid- jc rity, and the whole
Congressional delega- \ asto would be suited, for he was a man * lis number. Moses Hale will
To find out the number of children in a
The Low ruins men and Fashion Wo- R.” and put aboard a special train bound ile of the face ? Because it is the seen- ti
supply all
on is
State
Senate
Republican.
ditto._
if deep thinking, and always liked to *■ ic lovers of
lor the dominions of her Majesty.
veet, commence hentinga fuss drum. To
men.
J ter (center.)
good reading with it at 25 ji ad
1
j| otise almost entire for the
1
eut the number of idle men, start a dog
Republicans.
;o the bottom of anything.”
0 *■
Pcr number or *300 per year.
fi fht.
♦
»
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WHAT MAY HAPPEN IN THE NEX1 j RoMen and Kansas be left to its fate, are
FOUR YEARS.
,ln'll‘r a delusion.
The people of the free
I
The Washington American Organ— | states submitted sulkily to the annexa-

I

belonging

tion tie enlarged 01 nut. since if
enlarged
it must shrink again to its original limits.

passed
by I

—

Governor Geary, will make its establishment in the territory sure.
Then will
come the forcing process of which ihe Or-

we cannot

imagine.

Slavery

once

admitted iuto a new country crows ranklv :
it tinds ample space tor large pla iatious,
and the v*.-gin *oil in its first fort'ditv
yields its fru'ts abundantly to the rude
and sui crucial tillage of slaves ; slit has
now a hundred thousand ; tin* Mavehulding influence rules the state, bloekadi its
roads, be-et* i;s rivers, and <1 nie< a safe
passage through its limits to all who do
not profess all
gianee to slavery. What
shall prevent the same thin g fn-ni h ip ruing in Kansas l Tlie count,es of Missouri
bord ing on that territory, with th -..n e
latitud *, climate an t soil.
alr-udv th
most fanatically attached to slaverv/ and
are of themselves a
-t in bug ndinou’f *i>ii
against allowing it to exten S any furtli r
to oie West
Once there, it i.» then* f.,r
a
<!., !;(,r
peril-'! of time w!ii <h our
..

quiet,

firming

reflect

Post.

35rins

in Kansas! I

keep

on

these things,

Strum.

i

that tie* municipal arrange- 4 i.L persons indebted to tho Subscriber,
A
ments around the North Bole are
either By ot<* or account, prior to Nov.
very
strict.
I)r. Kane said he was kept from 17, is').), mi st call and settle immediately, or
I shall not hold myself responsible for the
going any farther by the North Pole-ice. con
It

seems

qucnces.
word to tho wise is sufficient.”
asa McAllister, m. i>-

F.IUwnrfli

Swil.

17

’Art

BEST

Pin** Tree State.

Swedes find Norway shapes and
Rods. Angle, Sheet and Plate
Iron; Hoop, Band and Spike

Iron; Axles, Spring Steel,
Spikes, &c.

N'u. 2*2 Fulton

Sreet, Corner of Cross Street,

F»1 ii.uv.
Our usually quiet village;
bus b n agit.it 1 for a f» w
days past by!
th. ilett (ti.iu, arrest, ami subsequent ■
•-

of

ip
ot fbrg. ry.
’,

o

oi

cur

citi/eus lor th crime
bis own confession,

I’pon
he has been engaged in the dangerous

the immense

they yield.
••When f

quantity

of bark all the medicines you left with me, and w«ll say

0

<

Notice of Foreclosure.
in the County
Hancock
by his dewl ol
Ttgage dated the twenty fourth d-iy ofOetola*r A D
and reconli d in the H inrock Cotint v KepbUry Rook
1
usi.ism Ribwort'
11 *1 pa go 1 Sl conveyed to u tllirttn Cin sail
County tlm following disr.ribed parcel of land
Begirt ins on
in said County viz.
-in .i.*d in Tren'ou
tie Sonin side of the Town Koad and on the Kast line
f land of sun.. .Milltkeo and running Sontheriv on
! Mi'likens I,hie twenty one Hod--; 'hence Ivisl Fight
r..di; /hense North to/he r ad aforesaid tlienre Wes-

Thnma* D Child of Surry
\\7HKIlFAS
of
and Slate of Main**

hum
i.iwiium
in mc-uiuijna>
more or less with a re.crvaticn of oim r* *• 1
rn:ul
The condition «f
r. widlh i\cmy* Imp s.nm* f"I
«;«id inomraee having been broken I hereby claim to
foreclose the same
Wit I. I \ M c COTNIVS by J A. Deane hi* Attorny
3w40
KiE«wnr«h(>:t. 25 l*Vi.

j
!
J

a

prime

lik to c4>iiMilt witn u
Lord Bolingbr >kc was

>

a

-nsihlc woman.”—
gr -at man.

i

just|

■

■

■

cheapest.)

Boots. Choes, Hats and Caps.
>

N. 15. The subscriber will sell bis Stand, Store
ind Dwelling, centrally situated, on reasonable
terms. For particulars, see the undersigned.
U. McD,
All persons having accounts with ine of m- rc
than four months standing, must bailur.ee the
C. McD.
*ame, ty cash or note, immediately.
iO-Cm
Ellsworth, Oct. 185«».
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Iron and chain

Ol tlie

of Black Silks di-

rect

ill 111

return'll
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*>orhery
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j
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1

Ginghams

SILKS!
ol

ar.--

!

it

v ir e-

fi

C>*

SILKS!

-ilk** Mon Anli:jm? Si'ks.
,•] ricii i'i ."I ai.;l Si ♦ ;»•* Si.ka
ol B t-'k Snks. >-rntii.x*'mu
Black Figu,i tu 1C2 1 2 els.

Fa..' y

bee

ol

v

pai;e;-iH.
-piile-. horn

(l
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Stoves ! !

Fire

from

III'' I.

ire

115

UNITED STATES. OAWIUS .5- GREAT BRITAIN.
!U
I'he only reliable work of the kind in the wnni.n
\n i.ivalnablH assistant loihe Editor, Rook Publisher er
n vm2.; pp
in
General ,4-Iv.ti iser.
| m
On r.- eipt "t‘ ?d 'i >v li '»• rfpi 'iby mat!, many part j
LAY an I 15 iOf'lKR Publishers.
>1 the
i.itry.
;
V'
No 8.1 Dock street, Philadelphia.
40 :hn

Stoves !

—ALSO—
Different patterns of Rich and low priced
Plaid
Silks, with a few patterns of
Stripe ami
Rich Mori Antique Silks, For sale cheap by
A. ROBINSON.
35tf
Ellsworth Sept. 25. 1853.

l

Insurance

1A\

be etf'-cted in *n»™« of the
thi* Stan;, on application to

i:-.p

yar*Ji

r.la

i

STOVES Ml

1

last,!

j
j

•'*

tb

: !'■
••*» n i*l >n-. «v, Ci; ».
ilnil a-emr: menl o| l.a hies’ Bioth*

fee

I

.-i-iher

German (JI ilh.
ii.ol Iii-a-aklim r>v**e»l S.itniKll:*. Kcl Bine
ivprl While ami Veliow Fi-mi.ol-*, Shins a al I'raw
l.I.sle. Ii'il ami Ca-H-mere (I'oV-s. W*I*-. ?
I’.ish.
iv-inv Ms
I.ml 1*0* Ii O' >•*! era I (V ier-*iiain
U roo hi (a,liar* from 2." rii* m 3-'l It irh Sets ol
n! B
*: >. h
.j
Silk m «- VelvtM*.
ive'a an ! Itiliiioi.i, >. A*»tii|-»« Primmiii"-*. Laioasier
Fre.-'i Qoiu. Woolen R.aike's, I j I
vhiker
!
a-uicls
i.. og Fia.n.-la Si 11h*s*l l.men uml French
IJo-'oiM. La win* Bne„k B imhri.--* ami \linb.ie
astir, amt i.eat'n
Belts, IT He l.ine.i.-* Shillings,
T .king. A
ri...
a

si*. *i-

■

s

..."

-e-

Companies

in

k. f jor.
'JJ-

Public.

IirnSON’8 AMERIC4M SALVE AND
j| BURN
OINTMENT, which is gaining

so

much celebration lot the

Burns. Scalds,
< tits, Bruises, Sore
Lips and Eyelids, Chap] eel
i
Hands and Arms, Sore Nipples, Diseases of
the .Skin. Inflammation, Piles, Salt Rheum.
; Sores oti Children, Chafes, Boils, &c.: and
is good m all cases where an outward application is needed.
For the truth of which we
offer you the following statement:
‘■We, the undersigned, knowing the above
Ointment, and having been acquainted with
the Proprietor for many years, can commend
his statements to the full reliance of all whom
it may concern.—Signed : Benj. F. Barstow,
lb M.,
Mattapoisett; Boring Meigs ; Caleb
King; Samuel Sturtcvant, Jr., Treasurer, of
Roc In stcr.”
Is sold wholesale and retail, by Jos. HudOrson, sole proprietor, Mattapoisett, Mass.
ders left at IS. N. & II. (i. Ufiord’s, 113 Court
will
be
to.
attended
Price
°o
street, Boston,
cents per box.
The usual discount made to
cure

of

venders.
~

(2

2

r>, 7r**.r*-

A great variety ol Silk Plush Hals BJoih Bap-*, k' -s
ii an
French
at*. B>\h- K .lo.
J! is ami Mio,>.
■ *
ever. *1;
A.
*»| III *-i» lain! leg
ipli mi. in ml
't 'in nn.h- Boots, that have g-veo
s-.ur.ri satis lad inn
tile past three * irs.

CARPETIXGS.
A

-n

ire

.-hock of ( Trpel
e
S iper Kxt

ne a

>n>i
I

«•«

Fi

of

ami

new

I

itiiL’-*

vi ..i

B.up-'s
1

a

ol

i n it a o i \ i> i:,
Dagucrrean and Photographic Goods.
JOHN SV-VYKK .t CO 123 Washington Street, Hottun. Importers ami dealers in U ass. Plains. Paper. Cases, Frames. Lockets. Pure Ch-mieals, «7oll>*«iion. Varf*
Xc
IJ dcs on tku ArtOrders promptly
attended t '.

ami fashPly fr«*u

ii'dL’StVlMisi

m—-

It.. *>■ K.i1
v
-k
ir. M
el P rk
pi. Bin-rs- Sr
li.-ith-r vilhil'n1 a -n rime-il .|
Mii-m-.v ir. in-iii.lv lo.n>.i hi .1 Varie'v s*.»r»>
mi .hi- 'owe a mo*, l-el pi is. anil
:i!i->ve w.-r
aI. he .« *i * ia eh-ap i. e,n
m< ••
this *“!;>• e as
ive a.I i..'. •! <i,
•> .iek .-jale* ami sir. <:!
oew -ivs'-in
-tils, lor ra*
.?rv "r m e e
A
itomvs-oN
KiNwnrth, Sept. 2a. I -af,
2All
.*i

Si

..

Ij

best

Ellsworth, Oct. 7, l$56.

To the

j" eil ami Brorli. °i!fcy.

^

assortment and the greatest variety of grades
this market, some of
o t'ered tor sale in
which arc of noted brands end very Rich.

ever

broillit l-i ihi* market. Thibet.* of all .«hai!ra
Copii.ri. Ivi ;e a Ar. ,iuo- Ba.-hiiocrc I'lai.N
u :*
Mob-ir
ia Wa-jilir.
*,i. >ax-‘ii_>
Planl.i. I>.
-r •*. v| »«!.m.i Coil nj. Kxw Mlk Fuiil*, Imlaiucs. Print.-

h|

THE

Stove

ware

recieved .700 yards
JUST from
tlv importers, making the largest

Snmpnprr Finn uni Statistics, cun\
SHAWLS
m
ini ni n g
C.iMluncrf.. S.ik L- ii-• ami «ji..• r-* VV.<;f-rlon. PierceA CC >M PLETS I. I ST ()F X E W SPAl’I.KS !,» ! f J i> >• «*-r l-.mpir* ;?•.I V-.•• <-! 1 ha>vl-<. B’nil*Irena ill
IN

than the

KRESS' SILKS.

.mi*-.-*<•;

u

of

cheaper

little

hand, and made to order

|

er

i.
s

fl

THE NEWS?APSE EECOED.
.1 f'oU'ctinn

Pumps, (n

j

i

ul 1.1

READY,

on

which will bo sold cheap as can be
h. ught.
All kinds if tin and sheet-iron work done
in the best manner.
Purehasors of articles in my line, are invited te
If any articles bought,
I call and examine prices.
are net what wj.-- recommended the money will be
refunded on return of the Same,
i mean v*kat I say. Call and see.
JOHN S. PEARSON.
3814
Ellsworth Oct. 17th 18."C.
Tin

Boston, ami
ol |*,'
Ijoulr*
ml* am! Mio->
it.'.
Ai ion*: w liifli iiia v he latmii
a lit: il.l.iorlme.l'.l "J

jo*!

.is

"Ml I:

Mi.o.s i, a*itj* ami Cnj-*. At c..

n C

e

|

assortment

were

Constantly
pipe-

CHEAP!
KnB!N'('\

o\

A largo lot of.
the best quality ami styles.
['( STOM WORK, superior t any thirty to fa found
•:hmdi,r, ill this market, all of which will he "Id
it a living profit, for Cash, at tin; Ellsworth '•Loe
CHARLES Me DON ALL).
Store.

an

COCKING STOVES
as

Jew feeds, New Goods

as-

v'

■

To a neighbor he did say,
Five hundred dollars he would pay,
If with me he did not live,
Now* twenty dollars lie wont give

as

25

that it exceeds all the medicines ever offered to the
public for the cure of Cough-'. Were ! to state
•"ini' of the great cures which 1 have known it to
elect 1 am a Braid “nine people would doubi my
veracity, and therefore I^ay to all who are suffer__a.
iog from Coughs and Lung diUbuiUics, give the
European C ugh Remedy one trial, l’lease send
me live dozen more.
V. urs,
SMITH F.A1R1TLD.
Remarkable euro of Phthisic-, with severe Cough
.-nmui'icat d i»v Mr. Prows? .-r, P.sima.-ter at Curls.’»:{.
ti- Corm-r, Aug.
Mr. Samuel
Ri.v. AV.vt.iKit Claiikk—Pror Sir:
iv
in
Kennebec county, Me.,
drecno,
Shaw, .doing
has In i-u iiBliclr 1 w:t!i the Plkhi he for a number
c
of •. .i;F .1 the pa.-t Wint.-r he was? distre. -id
lu
breath that hi n.uhl
l«y down.— Atlie id,
f
the
(•-ugh
Keimiiy,
hearing'
European
,a bottle, and commenced
taking it.—He was
greatly relieved bv the first do e, and from that
I
iliie rested Well at
I’glit. A .evv bollie. coinpleti the cure, a .d he ii e.v d. -ii. to recommend the
I
medicine t others, a-’ he i- fuliy a- -liied that t
woiihv of the utim -t eonfid
r
has
been
ed
John
Tho t"lI..\vdig
Lorn
jo.-t
J
I» -.-ei. Esq., ar. it bn- Paris, Me..-luted Nov. >.
1
1 ,H."> ii»
DkauSik—You will recollect that when you
w
e
here 1 had it evere cough of tIti eu no nth-'
I h.i
tried all t h
•;
1
ugh
A ui mi Ui
could < ai without, succ
h»•
cured it. It has also cured many ••i’ my neighbors.
send m<
me nmre incdi-ine immediate!v.
Pie.
!
John iuik-.-kk.
Yovrs. Ac.,
T. Uli'.vr, AVi t Walervillo. testitie.-: to the
lb
it
e.\t r.ordii.ary euro of a lady, who, to all appear-,
iin.-c. was in tin
la-'t tage of cosumptiun so that it
Hi" n,
was thought she cmibl frive
but a short time. A
! I-iii i b 111 cure 1 her <• ugh, uni is -;>■ dily ren
l'r-. Oliver stat‘, that he kn• vv;• anothcovered..
time lr» i l» a idllicted
er per-on wlio for a I ng
with the Phthisic, with a severe cough, who was
completely cured by two bullies of the Fitiversal
•ver offered for sale in Ellsworth.
Among which
Cough Mixture.
Trial bottles ‘Jo els. cacii. Large bottles each nay be found the Acadia and Republic Cooking,
Also
t
out.
id'
four
be.
the
small
ones.
7b
els.
:be
patterns
containing
quantity
Agents supplied by the Pi •prietcr, C« rnish.Me.
Sold in Ellsworth by ('. (}. Peck: Machias, C.
Longfellow; Steubi n. S. l>ver; and by agon la and Jcncsxec Valcy. Woodland, Granite State and Han»or Elevated Oven, together with Franklin, Parmedicine dealers throughout the n untry.
lor, Box, (’yletuler, Fire Frames aud all kinds of
Stoves. All of which I will sell
i*

When he is sick h< calls on “Marni,”
She gives a sweat to keep him* warm,
And then she goes and makes him t* a,
And not a word they say to me.

where
ever offered for Pale in this vicinitj
Lc* will sell at lower price* than the same quality
A
of Stoves can be bought in the County.
splendid assortment of Parlor .Stoves of various patfen;-.
Franklin anp Cylinder Stoves for wood or
C’< al.
Lux and Air-tight v'ith and without orens.
Fin i rallies, Oven, Aslt ami Boiler Mouths, tiro
dogs, in fact every m tide found in a first Ola*#
.Vf .eand Kitchen furnishing ware-rXiin.

at

all times witlt

good

He pretends he laid awoke,
By the noise his child did make;
So up he gets and went tuvav,
And from my bed lie long did stay.

I

NOW

■

be found

—

l

PARTICULAR' NOTICE
hand,

I

But this thing Fie truly say :
I left his home and went away,
But when I left, my bed I took
And never it have I fonoek.

If he .!o •? a partner nerd,
He'd Lo:tn now the Bible read:
And in that ! ook will lind a friond,
Who'! near !' r-ake him to the end
I’hivSi il.f.A T. JORDAN.
Mariaville, Oct. 27, 18-56.

nr re

PEARSON,

8

S AS opened a STOVE & TIN SHOP,
*
below Ulmer Sc Clark’s store, where ho may

Never c *uhi I contrive a w«y
Until two weeks ago to-day.

•■riv mi sam r>>an 10 iiih

on

JOHN

Night after 1 i-ht I’ve sleepless lay,
Thinking how I could get away;

0

•i mm

ZN S3LSS WORTH!

This is thewaj* he’s led his life }
*since ho took me for Ins viie ;
If this is the w ay to do,
I will a single life pursue.
And now thc\* sn\ that I do lie,
And all the.*-" stories will •!■ ny ;
But ifihov will (.n me just call,
1 am pr« par* d :o proved hem all.

—

making up a plan of conse|U**nce,” says Lord Bolinghroke. •*! always
am

■

■

oAY,
FULLER.

Notice of Foreclosure.

—

of

ly" (

ON, S

c. II.
it. 0.

rfJFK FAS Samuel AWwootl «f Mount Desert in the
\ ^ County of llnneuck on the nineteenth day ol
Febtinry A. I). |s4S by hm Deed of that date recorded in
Hancock County Registry Vol. 100 page. 31S. mortgaged
Charles Mitchel late of Mount Desert [now Treimmt)
•eing the southwest fourth pans of the lots no. 30 anil
11 on
plan of said .Mount Desert made by Salem Towns
1 r. Ks(|., and recorded in snid County of Hancock, Con
ainiug fifty three acres more or less, and for a more
urt. ular discript.on reference is here made to said Deed
Hie coiidiion of said mortgage liaveirie been broken I
leraliv !aim to foreclose the same.
KHODA MirCHF.l.I. Adminisnalix on the Estate of
••i( liar e< Mitchell
3w40
Fremont Oct. 4S 1866.

n-\ of

—

count

s

>

sortment of

hav come manFor Coughs of pvrrt) description : for Pro
Land \\ AiiRANTs.—The whole uumchilis, hoars ness, and Chronic Pultally
up to the work amid a general !'; olI
j
monary Complain!s in g n< ral.
j ing of discouragement in view of the State her of land warrants issnnd frnm
elections in Pennsylvania and Indiana, Pension Office under the act of March
The European Cough Remedy
and have done tiik*ii wmoi.k duty. They 3d, 1855, is 105,951.
It will take 19,! [< deserving the cofidenco ami a fair trial l»y all
827,9 10 acres of land to satisfy these' who are suBcring from the above disorders, I be- j
'.""i
ii n
j»iim,p,e>, aim
lii'Vt* that in all these disorders it lias no equal.— j
About 9000 warrants h ive Hui
worked as well ft.r the cause of fro. dotn as warrants.
iug the past year I have made up near ten
been issued during the pr M-nt month,
it hey had been assured of
in
the
bottles, and have recicvcd hundreds of
victory
j thousand
letter4',
many of them from persons who bad been
l rnion.
M luit a strange thing it is,” remarked a
for
suffering
months, and some even for years, and
We point with pride and pleasure to the Frenchman, aft *r
making the tour of the who had tried everythin g that had been recotneud1
figures.
Bangor give.' a majority of Btio nit'*d Staten, “that you should liave two ed by physicians and friends in vain, but by the
for lVem ut. and again since Sept inher hundred dit}''*r,,nt religi ms and only one gra- j bk.-.dug of (iod they were speouily cured by the
European Cough Remedy
of 1 Pi.
Penobscot so far has gained about vy !”
Tin* following from Rev. Smith Fairfield, New
PS the same
ns
When
minds
ar
not
in
th*
words!
unism,
towns,
proportion.—some
tilouchester, Me..a clergyman well known throughBr wer, Hampden, Orrington, Carmel, r.)r 1 >v. its -li'aro but tin* rattling of the chain out the State, and in several other States is but a
sj crimen of the. eeitifieates which I am constantly
0, i;n. Olilt. v. n, Ftnn, \e. doing even th it tells the victim is hound.
I togs ought to he valuable to tanners, on reeieving
better.— II hij.
Ukv. AV.vr.TKit Cl.auk
I have sold
D-ar Sir:

MASS.

BOSTON,
p. e. oay,
N. (). MAX

^

But I never left his bed
For such a thing he never hod.
Night after night lie’s gone away
And not a word to me did say.

BAR IKON,
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him by Wutervillc College, M aitie. He 1) K A icy, Brier, Belfast; Henrietta, Biatudmid, | are enabled to cure them so that they *lay rural. auction at the Counting room of the Ellsworth
"ill resolve itself into a great emigrant
Bank in Ellsworth on the 20th day of November I
of the practice, re- Uichnioiid, Me.; Castilian, Lord, Ellsworth; brigs j
Ei>£ton
subscriber inumufacturcs, and keep# conaid society. It will possess Itself of the \ wholly disapproves
TESTIMONY! next at ten o’clock in the forenoon Seventy Shat os
Philadelphia: sch j TESTIMONY !
r|M!E
it as in “sharp conflict with the O’Brien of Maehias, Hohinson,
1 Bluntly for Bale, at the
gardiug
(Kslalilmhed in IM7,
arr sch Credit, i
Oct
the stock of said Bank, property of said Woodof
the
27,
of
.Maehias;
:
S
l
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O
N
Y
T
E
I
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O
N
Y
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T
K
ST
territories, and defy the power
Mayflower,Cates,
I
as
anil
of the Gospel,"
fostering Bonier, Surr>.
3w3l»
E. REDMAN Deputy Sheriff.
ard.
I'] ’VUES, PRESSES .N PRINTING MASTEAM MILL,
slaveholdiivg class to exclude or expel I spirit
Mkdpokd, Muss., May, 185G.
TERIALS.
"tnc spirit-uf vain ambition."
pOitTL AN It—ar Oet. 27, sch Decatur, Hopkins, !
On the wert end of the bridge, PLUGS AXD
Deer Messrs, Hurr, Foster A Co., Huston:
those whom it sends to occupy the region
sc as
Robinson,
Kinaldo,
sailed
2\
furnished
Elen;
Of the hast quality,
promptly by
UF ROYAL.
WEDGES,
Gent.?'—1 feel it incumbent upon me as a duty
"est of the Mississippi.
Dr. Kratiklin recommends a young I-I, ; Victoria, Whitmore, Boston for Tremont;
JOHN K, KOGKKS * CO.
and Panama, Tate. which l owe to you aud tho public, to make the
1
P. II IIA It DING, has removed
|
of a wife to select her 2 >tli', arr *ch* Abigail. Jordon,
choice
Of Al l, S1ZF.S.
in
the
man
to
in
the
statement
remarkable
regard
A multitude like w hich the populous North
from Ellsworth to Nurry, (Dr. (lively havEllsworth; 30th, sob Cineinnwtus, Moon, Ellsworth! following
as his reason
All Orders promptly attended to, and favor*
M. Yale.
power of Arnold’s Fluid.
ing gone West) where be offers his professional ser- i
Poured never froia her frozen loins to pas- from a "bunch,"—giving
for Boston.
for more than a year my wife’s mother and three vices to the sick and afflicted iu that and the neigh- I
No. M Coininerm.il Si reet. !> si m pays partinila
thankfully received.
||oLME; HOLE—Oot 27th, arr sch* >arah,
Khene or the Oanaw,
that, when there arc many daughters
A J Dyer, of my children were afflicted with a malignant huto the. in i.iutacture of flags of every est rip
1
I. A. MURC1I A CO.
boring towns. Strict attention t>» bussiucss, and a | n1 Mention
and from emu- Treworgv, New York for Bockland;
ion.
Port Ew- mor, the character of which eminent physicians
"ill move westward under the auspice? they improve each other,
New
f»r
M'Cobb,
York,
of
his
and
Mach:.'27tf
profession
thorough
K...ots,
practical knowledge
Ellsworth, Aug. 1st, 1850.
Orders from the country promptly attended to.
of which we have lation. acquire more accomplishments, en,nfor Bo-ion; 21»th, arr brig Pamaho, New York were unable la detirmine ur prescribe a sucresful remedy he hopes will secure a share of patronage.
of
FI, \GS ami i’K\ I\>. of a.I sued, to lot on reauonabl
After trying many humor remedies, 1 was j
D>r.
39tf
Oct. 1856.
more and do more than a sinknow
Surry
and
irniii,
Water?
of
th
Father
•poken,and crossing
2‘Jth, arr brig Buruiah, MoKins- induced to make use of Arnold’s Globules and ViStore to l.et.
j;
fondness.
" ill establish itself ou its
tal Fluid, which I am most happy to say has entireright bank 1 gle child spoiled by paternal
Boston Mercantile Academy.
lev Sedgwick.
BOARDING.
ani convenient Store in
rI'HE
Or land. ly cured them. For the benefit of others like afflici
sch
Lake.
large
arr
27th,
IJOSTON
A
1PENCE—Oct
SpMMF.KSr
Plit)
1KIJCANTII.K HUIUPING
"ill use none but lawful and pcaceabh
■“
Lord's building opposite the Ellsworth
small number of steady, and transient boarders
Goon Ray. Marshal Pelissier, duke M,sail- d brig Maria White, Adamson, ted, 1 would «ay that no language of oomtnundution
j
1st,
PENMANSHIP, BOOK-KEEPING,
! on Main street,recently ceupied by W. W. Roger*
court week, can be accommodated by the
means; but wo to those who resist then of Malakoff, now receives yearly as Mar- Ban o r, *t.* load for West ludk-s; 28th sell Kain- wicli l cau use is too strong lor tho merits of the-,
//J ELEME ’J'A 11 Y d- IIHillLH ESQLIS1 f asu furniture ware-house, wil be let on re***>nabto
rhscriber—Building on Main St. next above the
justly celebrated medicines.
by violence. Kansas will be ours and ; shal $S000, as Senator $0000. as Duke bow. Bangor.
STUDIES,
J. 8. I/)KD.
\VM.
SOMEllBY.
Block.
A
Deer
tirauite
sch
Susan
j terms, apply to the subscriber.
Mary,
NK'A POUT—23d, arr,
Dew state will be added to the l nion, 01
Vita! Fluid 50 cents per bottle ; Glu
39tf
25tf
Ellsworth, July 10th, 1850.
Ellsworth Oct. 22 1856.
$>0,000, as Governor of Algiers $12,- Isle f'.r Baltimore (and sailed 2.»th; 27th arrschs
LANGUAGES AND DRAWING,
the support of w hich we may confident
box.
2">
oents
bules
per
J IV PavMm.
000; total $16,000. All this must Ortranto, Ellsworth, for New York, Win Jones,
election
ntial
1
B»1\|) OFF.
as C»l»'«, for New
BURR, FOSTER A 00., Cornhili, General Agent
ly rely in another Prcsid
....
CORN ANI) MBA! OONgreatly interest the poor tax-payers
\KW YORK—28th, arr sch Benlamiu, Cassidy, M ANSFIKED A CO., 11 Oilv wharf, Spooiil Agent
They who count upon the readiness u 1 they behold his diamond-studded epau- Kurt
All persona in
settlement wanted.
on hand, and of. tbe beVt
2.'th, brigs Sarah Peters, of Ellsworth, WEEKS A POTTER, l »f Washington street, an
stantly
port;
our
debted to the subscriber cither by note or
people to relapse into indifferenc let tea.
Stree 1
I
Kingston, J; Fannie Butler, of Bangor, GEO. U. GOODWIN, DO Union street, WkilcxalM in
Citizens of Ellsworth
quality for sale low by
I icoount, are requested within thirty days to call
"hen a political question is oucc settle I
Dealers.
a
AUicaule."
railing
Atwell,
vill bo vaccinated gratuitously by
reli- ! PHILADELPHIA—2dth sanod, sch Capt John,
PRK1NS & JOY.
Sold rv puomine.vt medicine deai.rus qevb»ai- lud adjust the same if they would save costs.
by legislation, and fancy that, if Buchan
Why are musquitoes the most
Dr Sanger’s olliee between 8 and H o’clock A
I
LOVE JOT.
Pctrrs Oornor Store Main St.. 18tf
Because they first | Norris, Ellsworth; 27th arr sell Roxana, Healy, LY.
2vd40
an should be made President, the ques
\)
gous of all insects ?
1836.
Oct
3w30
soh Jloruct, Upton, East port.
Ellsworth
2?,
3n 41
Bold in Ellsworth by C. G. Peek.
Eistrjrt. 3dtb arr
on you.
tion involved in his election will ba for
sing over you, and then pray
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never so

dreary

a morn rose

IMPROVED VhOKTABLE

New-En^land

men

in

PUROATIV E
PILLS

out

Of a night unblessed by a star,
As shadows the autumn praries now,
Where the Mayflower's children are.

i

The

most

New-England men in chains.
For doing what their fathers did,
On the broad Kansas plains!
For loving God and Liberty ;
And hating f .ulest wrong ;
And breathing from a trustful heart
The Pilgrim's prayer and song !

blessing

>

h*ve be-m recommended/ by
15,000 PERSONS.
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The Certificates may
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at the

seen

over

irsetora.

ro whom all orders
frjjr” Sold by

Pric 25 Cents per Box,
or Five Boxes for One Dollar
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CL UE OF

llfndnchf, Sick HcHdstclie.Foul

stomach.
I'lTT-ucRG, Fa.. May 1. 1S55.
DR. J.C. A TER. Sir: I have l*een repeatedly cured of
the w p*: headache any l«udy can hav.- by a .lose or two
of your Fills.
|r M-eni* to arise from a foi.i stomach, which
they cleanse »t Mice. If they will cure ihers ns they do
w* rth know mg.
me, the fact
Yours with great respect.
ED. W. PREBLE,
Clerk of Steamer Clarion.
Bilious Disorder* and Liver Complaints.
Department
the Interior.
)
7 Feb., 1*5*'.. f
Washington. I».
5m: I have used your Pill* in my general and hospital
act
ice
ever
since
made
and
cannot
hesitate
you
to
them,
pi

VESTINGS

V: sOOr.ff of Si'fcs. Satins
Grenadines,
VLir.sf ihes. of Hit styles and culms.
comj.lete assortment of

Among which

t worms 'dead) from her
her and cur two children
One of our nelghl-or* had it liad.anl
my wife cured him with two dunes of your Pills, while
others around us jaiid from five to twenty dollars doctors’
bills, and lost much time, without being cured outirely
yn then. ruch a medicine a* yours, which is ac’ually
I g>*>d and honest, will be prized h*-r<*.
GEO. J GUxFFIN, Postmaster.

dade
na

dash me, if she isn’t twice as much as I
Urn only a Tar and she's a Tar-tar.”

rid of him, L* rd Frederick leaped ove
an immense high gate, but the mm followed him anil exclaimed,
O Lord, C
Lord, my lord, your lordship took a des
'*
pc rate leap !
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poor

man

ta go to Sara-

toga, or any watering place.
ty Preserves for Fakiet Jabs.
Preserve your temper every day, and
aara it never boils ovar.

need

23 and 23 C
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quick
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Shop

I

62

75
K'ig!i«h Superfie««.
English Tapestry Brussel’s, fl.00
1.12
English Ilruaaelh.
English Velvet T-tpestripo, 1 25
Medallion*, Tournays and

lo

tlo^lute F.

G.

I>yer, Jr..)

>■

lc

DUNN,

1IAS .11 ST RECEIVED

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry carefully repaired
md warranted.
Store n Main Street, a U w doors wbove the
Bank, formerly < e. uj i«d by I. II. Grindlc.
Ellsworth, Feb. 2t*th, 1 k.
gtf

j

J

i
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by

II. II.

Offer for

sale at

Japan
gethor with
I nmmn Dru

i.mv

Ixi E'W STORE 1

The
L'i is

■

1

WHol.i

changing Pictures

I.. r-l.i„ it, tir.l:
■.
*iul
nt

n

1..

.!
ii|*.ii

i.r U-.j
__

in Hum

nun

<>•

t.

.,lr

CAPS, BOOTS AND SHOES
goods ani>groceries,
FARMING
TOOLS,
HARD WAKE,
CROCKERY,

w. i.

»;i4„

....

.•

, K,u„
...

Ac., Ac.

Wftiif !.
aixe and quality

pfh

«

All the above will be sold for caah. or in
exchange
Country Produce, such as Fresh Meat, Butter
( nd Eggs, and
every thing usually exchanged in
his market, for which be will aliow the
highest
1 mrket
price.
More on Maiu Street, next door West of Albert
1 lobinsou *.
Joshua r. Jordan.
1

j
1

•r

.Haworth,

MOSES HALE.
% t

.

This undersigned thank
full for past favors.
risjKrctfully informs his old (’us
tomers and ull others i.i
want of IlarneMtes, that at
his shop on Main St. nearly opposite the Ellsworth
House at the sign of the

|

cVn

THE TO BE MARRIED.
paticularly

4

1

*

;

J*
^

si n

:,

AT bis Store in The Granite Block.
has

just opened

fine assortment of the above
rticles, among which are Gold and Silver, Ameritn, English and Swiss Patent Lever Watcher—
•ri/antul do., also \ orge do.,also low
priced.
Over one hundred different patterns of Gold Bo>m pins. Ear and huger
a
rings, large assortment
entirely new patterns, some in lets,—Gold
tiains, Various patterns of Gold Keys,Seals,lockets,
ides, Snaps, pencils, pens, and
a

SPECTACLESI

*

OF Will PS C A NT NOT BE EXCELLED,
Mage lushes of the best kind in use, Saddlers
!*lk kept expressly for the ladies, Chamois skin?

£

or

c

cleansing Silver and Brittany ware, Trunks ol
II kinds consisting of best Neats Leather and
lussett Doubles, Portfolio, Dress
Bay top and

■*
notify all nuch and the “Real of
that he ha# removed hi#

z.

j

bl»»yf j*

T R 1' N K
I,y
ound a complete assortment of Harnesses consistng of best Silver plate, Brass,.laparted and potted
rimming", made from the best of Oak tanned
eathcr, Hiding saddles and Brushes of various
tiitd* and prices,
Halters of every kind and
luality together with all articles in that brunch
•f trade.

i

2 18.16

IE11ELKY AMI I A\( Y HOODS.

TRUNKS^ TRUNKS! jj
i

may

NKW WATCHES,

iitH\E>sEsTr

d Y STOCK

would

Is!

v

UTS,

glass

eu lit

s<

IHRMSSKS!

"

subscriber

large

a

returned from Boston
and w« 11 selected stuck

DRV GOOliS AND GRCk ERIKS,
’urchased rxprcrsly f
this market, and witli
j***cial r> lerance to the wants of customers in this

k

>i,ia

Ii.r

KMsworih. Jan 22 1856

yard. !

*1*1113

opening

just

BENCH ENGLISH AND AMERICAN GOODS

the natural p.•nil.,
d the siiier
»m (WO to
ft, ••
tIUro, accord ••
:o
of c*ae o-frame.
Daguerremypee taken as usual.
IT jr*Ai: a nre* warranted
Th« | II i«c are inviir«1 to rail amlMamin.
specimen*
I Mures t*k«
in any weather and warranted to
*•
A f ooda-sortinen of l. » Ket* and IV
K.waj j, uii hand.
iff

4 r e.

JC. H. GAY,
]}-7 } R. 0. FULLER.

.*

on

Tb-y are b-jutiful
... rflrcl,
iiv
,.ilbsi...,b..u,-).
I imj ar.- u»i revered like
reol vpe?

NORWAY

BOSTON, MASS.
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Never

BAR IRON,

Fulton Sroct, Corner of ’.o

has

His stock is suited to the tn*t.- and wants
class of e. miminity. and
having been pur"El,I.. »ot to KEEP, he is confident that
ie can
oiler such iuduccnu nts to
purchasers as
•re
seldom found
in this part of the state.
his
stock may be found the following,
j Duong
rhich c« mpriscs but a small
j*art it > iz

BLASS !

I.«-

b

wuhoifw

REFINED

P. E OAY,
>
N. <). MANSON, $

'!rr'

T

cay.manson&coTJ

N’o. 22

Arr1v

undersigned
now

icinity.

Color* m oil
a full assortment of
Dry Color
* and WimKnvCla.wi 1 vO

Spikes,

AND-

—

bales!

Hay.

Iron; Axles, Spring Steel,

rat

f \.
hased

PIOTl ItES ON

AND

lioston.

....

\ full assortment of all kinds of
weighing ap*
us a
I -t- r*1 furniture tor -.»!« at low rat«*.—
•uilroad. Hay and Coal M ales set in
any part of
he Country.
•> o j•a

■

White Lead
Zinc White
Pure Verdigris

SWKEDKS

Kilby Street,

UREEXLKAK A; BROWN, Agents.

Muwaooios!

.—in Ma-hia*

Swedes and Norway Shapes and
Rods. Angle, Sheet and Plate
Iron; Hoop, Band and Spike

1.75

F.

\nd keeps constantly <>» hand Watches, Clocks,
nola general assortment of the latest
styles of
Jewelrv.
-ALSO-

Proprietor

So. C:i Broad—four doors south from
Milk St. Boston.

iKNCUSII,

137

k a

PRACTICAL

□mjucvvcian wlvtisl

eptim‘J‘2.

BEST

*1.00
125

r. it r. >

McRuer, .M 1)., Bangor

J

ELLSWORTH ME.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN-

55
75

citizens of

; Frof. ltobley
Jefferson Med. Col. ; Joseph Pancoast,
to
the
Penn.
burgeon
Hospital. 47tf.

>ungli.-on,

U. D..

FIELD,

Agent.

attention

25cis pe*
33
'•
45

n r.

Daniel

-MOSES IIALE,
:

sales, viz:

Cotton and Wool Ingrains,
Knxlish Hrmfii,
All Woo! Fine!*,
AH Wool Extra
AH Wool Superfmet,
from

MEDICINES,

11

CARPETS
for fall

certificate.*
persons of

from

PROVIDENCE, R. f.
S' Id in I.'lkworth by C. <«. Pc
•by Ih liOngtVIImv, and in P rl’and

Street,

CARPETS

dT

<

HA2EN & FRENCH.

earnestly invited to give ther special
the following list of prices of

vicinity.

••

lavorablc inti’** wo have received
tto't the l*UK's, and the
constantly increasing
kinaml for the atficle, bear j j... f ..f u*

j

ro§p»

of Ellsworth anti

U> sub ni'.El/sirorfh House.

paiilia,

Be '■tire snd get the genuine, which has the word."I'Ynt's 11 r. a ling Kvibkocati >n.
Id-wn in th*
!*• trie and the fue *imilic of the
I’roprict r's signature on the outside
wrapjK-r.

country solicited.

people

I'r. II. may be found at the office of hr. Mc\IIinter during all business hours of the day, except when professionally engaged.

: Weaver's Cankand "alt Rhi um Syrup; Arnold’s Vital
Fluid
Atwo.,.1*- Pvt. Dandelion, Brant’s Purifying Ex- 1
Bull * Sarsaparilla (John). Em
Bleo.'
tract.
Purifier, tireen’s Indian Panacea, Hay's Humor
Ha
a
n’s
I’ineturt
sure
cure.
Vegetable
ipt'
Syrufs
Kennedy'* Medical Di-eoverv. Morse'-Syrup Velw
IDock, Ordway's Humor Dis -vu v, Peruvian!
Syrup, Radvvay's Resolvent, Rhode*' liver and;
Agate Cure, Sand.*' Sar.-apai iiia. ."baker Sa*:iTownsend'.* Sarsaparilla. <dd Dr Jacob's.
McMunn’a Elixir of Opium, MrWinslow's
Soothing Syrup. Shaker Extract Valerian. Wil-I
*oti'* Neuroj at hi l*r< ps.
Pitt* .-. Peek'* .Tatindi
Dr. \I.E
Bitter*
nrd Fife Indian \ .it;-’ V Bitters. \tw> i- Phv-ieal, Br wn's Sar-aparilla aid i'.-mato, tlaik
Sherry W ine, i.e and two
I.angle vRoot and
lb rh Bittei and altu-'-t every otfo
kind in use
Pain: f T! n-and kb v.e:-. ('obi ('011:11. Fle*h
Ball*. Eiijuid Rouge, Ac, A-.
Ayer's Cherry
P.eDTa!. Alien'- < ugh lo zenge*. Brant'- Pulmonary Bal*um. <'lark* * t ugii Syrup. Bachelor*
Hair Dye. Harti o'- Hair Dye.
Liniment.* of all
kinds ; Barney
Musk * 1-gn. Barney'* Shaving
|.. >.;*
Cream, Barneys \
mij.h
Water; \nr
>' at. I
Pills, Brndieth's Pills. Wright's India.
Court Pla*t-T Ae.. A**. ; Duteher
Vegetable
Dea 1 "!.• t 1
Red bag*. Prof. Mohr’s Herman
Fly Paper ; Salve* and ointment* of m.aily every
kind ; and every other article usually k-pt
ii.
such a Store.
4tf

until v

—

are

are

try. Fruits Ac.. Ae.. which are a few of the articles
hat comprise his Stock.
Among the many popular

numerous
n,

/'///: HHilUsi

TOYS and FANCY UOOI»S by the ease, well assorted iu each ease, from $10 to $125 per ease.
A gents for S A N PERSON A L \ N ERG A N S
Celebrated FI HE WORKS.
from the

the

t

r«

F. II. IIAKIIIM;, M.

BURNING FLUID.
spirits Turpentine, Japans.W hite Is*ad. Sperm Oil.
’undies, Washing powders, Soap, Dye Stuffs, Win*
low tilass from X'» to
Trus.-es, Supporters*
*pi* o* f all kinds. Citron. Currants, Raisins,
ruumrind1*. Irish Mo-*, Piekbs. Nuts, Confeetion*

PA IN-DESTROYING PROPERTIES

BOSTON.

i«

nffer« his professional services to the
ills worth and vicinity.

WASHING AND

i..

Smt% M.ir

kt Office in Whiting's New Block, where ho
nay he found night and day except when pro41f
FcMionably engaged.

2.00

Wilton*,
Painted Carpet.* from 1
to 6 y da wide,

2 50

*•

*•

Gobi, Sil ver, Silver plated, Steel Ac. Soarrang
1 as to suit all ages, also regulate near
sights
Ivor Spoons, Fruit and Batter
Knives, Thimbles
in

holders,

Ae.

ROGERS CUTLERY,
nives, Scissors, Ae.
>r

Shell do. Ac.

*

Buffalo horn Combs, Rub-

FURNITURE

1811(5 TRIZIBR

CARPETINGS,

IOSKPH B COLLINS, pre*'t.
JOHN FAME. Stc’y
well established ana perfectly reliable Instituti
lutiou, is now issuing piliuM upm the live* of
food healthy persons on the C>i*h syrfem at the lowest
ales of premium consistent with security, either with

I’HIS

!

>r

:

j

without

participation

in

profits.

INVESTMENTS.
This Compiny is restricted in the investment of its
runds to B*nda and Mortgages on incuml»ered Real
isui*. and United Stales City and State storks
A statement ol the present condition of the Uompanv
ate* of premium, table of losses already paid, and ail
•ther necessary information respecting tt s
subject pf
Jfi Insurance, can be obtained, on application to

FROM THK ENGLISH A AT) AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS. WILL HE FOUND THK

;

with a call will
‘STRICTLY TRUE.”

is

John II.
283 & 235

fiud

the above

Ellsworth, July 15th, 1856,

Importer* of
CROCKERY. CHINA AND GLASS WARE,
40 j- 42 BROAD S'J\, BOTTOM.

Sons & Co.,
Washington Street, Boston.
_

Ready Made Cofins

hand and for sale by
\V. \V. ROGERS.

ft-ONSTANTLY
20tf
©

on

— ■ir"

....—i

1

W A li £.
Bassett & Pierce.

Pray,

11.

;

n

j
Flags. TenU

!

I

a

Awnings

FLAGS, fir Political and other Club*, made to nrde
l.AMPRKLL Sc MARBLE, Sad Maker#, 367 Com’
nerciat Street. Boston.
iCjrOrdere fr»m thi country promptly eiien-iad r*
iy

VIE

25tf

C ROCKE R Y

statement*

3 6-2 in

Manufacturer of

W, W. ROGERS.

LARGEST AND MOST SELECT
u New England, and
purchaser* who may favor

GEO. H. ELLIOT A CO,
GENERAL AGENTS FOH THE N. E. STATES
3m3§
Boston, Sept. 3S, 1*34

DUSE,

PARKS,

$325*000-

nr

ffee’,
C

can

refunded.

icn

warranted to l>e fresh and new. and
i" humbug,
lie k« e|* a general assortment of
dedicines used by physicians, together with

I'\ternally,

or

A.. I-I.

Kilby

E. E.

Has recently received n new lot of
FEESII DRIBS, .MEDICINES. PER
FI MKIIV Ae.. and now has on hand
the largc-t and best selected Stock of
MEDICINES ever offered in this vil.

PATENT AND THOMSON I AN

LOW El,I,,

A FTEIl extensive
prartice in the
A *
Hospital* of New York and Boston, offers his

WONIiEUKI I. HE\UX<i AND

STOCK

and 17

(i. Peck, Ellsworth; John Stevens, Pluehill.
S. Hancock, Orlaml; and by dealers in inediW holesale in Portlnnd by H. 11.
ine generally.
fay, and in Boston by Weeks A Potter, and Burr
l Perry.
Iyv2 ‘24

age, and

22

R. I A) WELL gives prompt and vigorous at
tent ion to the various duties of his
profession
md is noted for his success in tho Collection of
[>eht«. and the Compromise and adjustment of disputed and desperate demand*.
til."Wurth, January 1, ihoti.
60tf

C.G.rKCK.

cure ■ f rheumatism, Cuts, sprains, cholera
v-u*. Ulan tin a, Oni u.*, *>•»«t.|« w ■ -und*, n««>r« l^iu,

...

Avir.‘-

HOLDEN, CUTTER&Co
15

I

mrsH
DRUGS AM) MrDZCKES.

In the
j

have it.

OF

N. V.

t.

State St.

ATTORNEY k COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Ellsworth, Hancock County, Me.

Proprietors, M. II j

Rugs.

Gregory,

hirt

recommended, they

<

j h< ndnrhe, cramp. <fcc.. superior to any other propuration of tin* king *-ver y. t dLeov nd.

Mattings,
Feltings, Boxings,

PIPE*.
fr

they should

the

on

Mankind,’' j louse Trunks, all kinds of Trunks made to order
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
t very short notice, Valise? and Trav
Guitars, Accordions, Violins, Flutes, Fifes.
yd
eling Bag? of j
11 kinds aud sixes,
33
I 00 per aq. yd
F
Ac.
Also tuning forks and
Curry Combs and Horse
igeUts,
pitch pipes
Jr us lies together with
every other article usually F mey Goods and Toy*, too numerous to mention.
UNITED STATES LIFE INSURANCE Straw and Cocoa
Stair
* ;ept iu such establishments.
Ellsworth, July 3rd, 1836.
23tf
at hi# NEW STORE at the West end of the Bridge,
Harnesses cleansed and oiled at short notice,
COMPANY.
in connection with hi# Steam-Mill.
lie will keep
carpets,
^ Wh paid for Hides and Calfskins.
on
hand
a
as#*
rtment of FUIU
general
—OF—
constantly
All of the above at tides will be sold at
fair
MTl HE.
Mats, &c, all at
ricc9 by
NEW YORK CITY.
henry Hollins.
V E KY LOW PRICKS.
H
Ellsworth, June Cth, 1856.
SHIP SIGN AND ORNAMENTAL
pjtf
Branch Office, "Phoenix Building,”......Boston.
FEATHER.4*, BEDSTEADS, Ac. ; and is prepared
PAINTER.
(Bearof Congress Street.)
kind# of CABINET and TURNED
to
do
all
J. S.
3UR STOCK OF CARPETS PURCHASED DIRECT
East end of the Bridge.
WORK.
Capital and Accumulation,

PREPARED BY DR. J. C. AYER,

MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

Infernally

IMPORTER

Jone in a neat and commodious manner.
A share
•f custom is solicited.
ENUC1I L. BROWN.
Ellsworth, .Sept. 9, 1S5C.
3:itf

ployed

//.

make up

BLACKSMITIIING

Throughout

8.

to

neatest ami moat woi k

r]MIE

liobbery

sician to advise

Ask f

on.

('ll A It IKS

utility.
to

«

\UK.MKL>Y

!

\r

Sub-eriber has taken a
at
the West end of the /fridge, whore the
Messrs. Joy oucc curried on the business, where he
will attend to the culls of all who ruuy want

of the disease.

sold

profit

nn re

y Offico in Tisdale's Elock,

sale l-v ht'UTiris’x and Merchants c*n*
11 *r«•': li the Cnit.si St.o. x, Ptitisli posses! tint'om i' .•«
Ami m

v.

which has lo on before tin* public
formany years, and used with tin* no *t com*
t«:
eu*
-».■.-*
all
classes of people, old and young,
pk
by
rich and po« r.
A rctm dy used and prescribed 1
bv 1’hy i.*ian*, aril pronounced ly all win* have used
it
either

Spts Turpentine
C( pal Varnishes

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

COl'GHI.COLDR, HOARSENESS, INFLUENZA, BRONCHITIS, WHOOPING
COUGH, CROUP, ASTHMA, INCIPIENT CONSUMPTION,
and for the relief of consumptive patients in advanced

and

the

prove what they are
ami the money will be

not

\LL

FOR THE RABID CURE OF

Practical and Analytical Chcmiat, Lowell, Maas

make

k vu

addn-xxed
it (\>. Lockp
rx

LAW,

Ellsworth, Maine.

er

I linseed < >:1

settled immediately or
left for collection.
S. I’ADELFORD & CO.
I3tf
Sept. 26. lS5t>.

J-.ngliel

being
spirit, proposed
experiment,
strictly
am,my
discourfather,
prudent
idea, observing
aged
speculation."
Isn't it singular that mineral waters
are only beneficial to the wealthy ?
In ;
all our experience, we never knew a phy-

..'

—
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JOSEPH A.

-bakers'Syrup and Sarsaparilla

FANCY GOODS

Last Call.

fashionable party,
distinguished

Fleas,'

prepared

j^tients

1y

State St.

on

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR AT

ySTK or

kinds

of

LAW,

PATENT MEDICINES,

of

o

I’i

Swelled tilanda
Joints
Furrs
\ *■-nereal S»res
uutids of all

!mce
IVt 'i

Office in the Rrick Elock

mi'.xk as mi sI'am; lisimf.sx.
Town.'-nd's, Morse's. Warren’s, Kilbyes and

Embroidery Silk*,

Our Moito—"i-mall protiis
Sales.

AYER S CHERRY PECTORAL

not speak to the public of Its virtues,
every town, and almost every hamlet of the
A mere-an States, its wonderful cures of pulmonary complaints have made it already know n. Nay, few are the
families in any civilized country on this continent without
some personal experience of its effects; aud fewer yet the
errors are sometimes von
communities any where which have not among them
Wo once read in an
some living trophy of its victory over the subtle and dangerous dm-ases of*the throat aud lungs. While it is the
a
pap r, an account of a
most powerful antidote yet know n to man for the formiwliich one of the m ist
personi dable and dangerous diseases of the pulmonary organs, it
and safest remedy that can l*e emwas the “Duke of Fork.”
A cin is also the pleasantest
for infants and young {x-rsons.
Barents should
the “Court of Common
nave it in store against the insidious enemy that steals
and a Southern paper contains an account o ■ npon them unprepared. We have abundant grounds to
believe
the
Cherry
Pectoral
stives
more
live*
j
by the conan “atrocios
I”
| sumptions it prevents than those it cures. Keep it by
and cure your colds while they are curable, nor negyou.
j1
lect them until no human skill can master the inexorable
A horse-dealer had a son, who
a lac
canker that, fastened on the vitals, eats vonr life away.
of
as a novel
t<
I All know the dreadful fatality of lung disorders, and as
honest
; hui they know too the virtues of this remedy, we need not do
open a stable on
more than to assure them it is still made the beet it can
who was a
the
man,
We sjiare no cost, no care, no toil to produce it the
I be.
the
that “he disliked most perfect possible, and thus afford those who rely on
! It the best agent which onr skill can furnish for their cure.

present
paper reports

do

‘•turned

Clou, and even Drafurss, and Partial Ullndneas, have been cured by the alterative action of these
Pills.
Meat of the pills in market contain Mercury, which, although a valuable remedy in skilful bauds, is dangerous
In a public pill, from the dreadful consequences that fre*
juently follow Its incautious use. These contaiu no n.er*
eury or mineral substance whatever.

We

pill they

—

Lljr-Let

For Costivrness or Constipation, and as
a Dinner Pill, they are
agreeable and effectual.
Fits, Suppression, Paralysis, Infinmmn-

stages

ger .«■•;. •*
,\ B
lhrer.t ms for the
every disorder arc eifixed to c.ic it

M:.«e« Halt and Calvin G. lyek, EII.-wo: th ; Slaw
A Co., Cherry field ; M. L. Ahleti, Bangor.
By
deilers in Medicine everywhere. 11. ii liay,
Portland, general ajrei.t for t!ie Hate, vjily v2 25

OUK CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

—

I

---

ord*

All

*.* Sold a', the MatwftciiMie* **f p'. 'f Hillowaj s. *•••
V .v \ tk. and JJl Sira. d. |,o.-..o
Jc
I. i:i»i,d j
■
ill r.‘
i... 1 'j
z <•*.* .»
I Ih’.ilere of M,-iicmrr |
1
*1
the Fi.-t.-i >• ale*
and the Civilized Wot Ii
i.i I’fH,
it At cl.*, ('•
cts. and
rat h.
hi jr~ 1 :,.*re i a ivnsidcta.iie avtng y taking thelar

SOLD BY

•it*.not h«- excelled in the Slate, as we have one ofth
moiil careful and scientific Cutter* in the
Country en^ug
ml. to see hat such work is right.y done.
LO*“ I ne above goods will at all nines he sold at very
!“w prices.
two thins* be distinctly understood
1st. \\

,1...

grew worse and worse, until, by the advice of your excel*
lent agent in Baltimore. I>r. Mackenzie, 1 tried your Bills.
Their effects were slow, but sure. By persevering in the
use of them 1 am now entirely well.

and husbanbs to nil the rcidotrs !”

»-•••»•

Goods.

large assortment

a

C/’We are also
CLOTHING to order, in
manlike manner.

Senate Chamber. Baton House. La., 5 Dec., 1W»5.
Dr. Ater I have Wen entirely cured by your Bills ol
Rheumatic Uuut
a painful disease that bad afflicted me
for years.
VINCENT SLIDELL.
For Dropsy, Plethora, or kindred C omi plaints, requiring an active purge, they are an excellent remedy.

people:

with

Kmp-

Ellsworth, Maine.

e*w

‘•id. Test .uioei ile of its

M

Indigestion, Morbid inaction of tin- Ibwe|« an Pain
-er
arising therefrom. Flatulency. b«« of Apj«etite. ail
pus and Cutaneous Diseases which r—j ure an ev.unant
Kvil. Tl.-y
-dicin'-. Scrofula or Hr
by nnfy
nr to
v
ing the bb-sl and stimulating the
complaiuts which it would not Is- siipj-i-e-l tin v ii.i.ui
rea h, such as Deafness. Partial Plindn*-**. Neura'gi« ar.-i
Nervous Irritability. Derangements .-f the I.i'-i and hid
neys, (tout, ami other kindred complaints ari-ing fiotu ii
low state of the body or obstruction of its functiou*
Do not lie put off by unprincipled dealer* with some

NEW

-ew111>; Silk. e ir; PURCHASE1) E.\'PP.ESS| y ]
COMMODATE FHK LADIES

and Clout.
Rev. Dr. Hawhes. of the Mtthodist Epis. Church.
Pclaski House, Savannah. Ga„ Jan. 6.1856.
Honored Sir I should be ungrateful f..r the relief your
skill has brought me if 1 did n«.t report my case t.> you.
A cold settled in my limbs and bmncht on excruciating
neuralgic pains, which ended in chronic rheumatism.
I, .1 tl...

lions

Prepared by Dr. J. C’. AVER.
Practical and Analytical Chemist, Lowell, Mass
Price H5 Cts. fer Box. Five Boxes for ft.

GLOVES.

Vie

t

Sore Breasts
Sure He.i l<
Sore J'hrnatn
Noras of ail kinds

I.nrnbaro
.Mcrsiirial

trating properties stimulate tl^vital activ ities of the UkJv,
remove the olifltmctiona of its organs, purify the hU*td,
and expel disease. They purge out the foul humors which
breed and grow distemper, stimulate sluggish or disordered organs into their natural action, and iinj>art healthy
Not only do
tone with strength to the whole system.
they cure the every-day complaints of every In sly, but
also formidable and daugerous diseases that have baffled
the best of human skill.
While they produce jsiwerful
effects, they are at the same time, in diminished <!<■*• •». the
cliildi.-n.
safest and best physic that can t>e employed f
Being sugar-coated, they are pleasant to take; and being
purely vegetable, are free from any risk of harm. Cur-.*
sub
have been made which surpaA belief w*-rc they n
itantiated by men ofsnch exalted position and character
eminent
as to forbid the suspicion of untruth.
Many
clergymen and physicians have lent their name* > ceiti
-fy to the public the reliability of my rum-di-*. whil others hare sent me the assurance of tin iil ii'ictj.-n that
mv
my Preparations contribute immensely to tin relief
afflicted. suffering fellow-men.
The Agent below named i» pleased t.. furnish gratis tin
un
American Almanac, containing direction f then
tertificates of their cures, of the foil..w ing •niplalM*:
Costiveness. Bilious Complaints. Kheunia:i«m. I'i

and

of

T-.w.-m-a CM 1 v r*, St,.r kS. Cravats. Scarf
Pocket ITdk’ft, Under shirte, Drawers. Hosierv.Sus
pen-ler*. Black. W hile, and Fa. v Kid Gloves
Silk, Lisle Thread, ami various other
s*yles of

Together

Smf

< •■•it

milE sciences of Chemistry and Vdicine have l>e«n
A taxed their utmost to produce this best. most jfif t
purgative which is know n to man. Innnm. rahle proofs
are shown that these Pills have virtues which surpass in
excellence the ordinary medicines, and that they win un-

assortment of

Saddler’s and

bait Kheuuie
b« n 1’isenses

21

THOMAS K(IBI\SO\
tTTOaNEY k COUNSELLOR AT

of the Joints, Cuke?I
le axis. So
Nipples, Piles. <fcr.
Pamphlets cat mi tons] v furnished hy :ufenl.v
Weak

Sprains

Sure l.ees

I’ills. and take nothing else. No other they can givu
you compares with this in its intrinsic value or curativ>
powers. Tlie sick want tlie best aid there is for them

Boys style of goods

Furnishing

Tumors, and Salt Rheum.

Vnlvlll.UM.wi;.,.,

large

Ayer’s

other

S.-

assortment

s

White Shins

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

ani

make up.
A

a Prunrdxng Merchant of 9. Louis, f\b. 4, 1856.
Dr. Ater: Your Pills are the paragon of ail that is
great iu medi<ine. They have cured my little daughter
of ulcerous sores upon her hands and feet that had proved
incurable for years. Her mother has been lung grievously afflicted with blotches and pimples on h**r skin and in
her hair.
After our child w**s cured, she also tried your
A?A MORGRIDGE.
Pills, and they have cured her.

Ft

congratulate you upon this great aequi
tion.
I congratulete you upon the ad
rent of this veuerable priest, who w.l
be the eve to the blind, feet to the lami

Typographical
amusing.

A lar^p assortment of

Warsaw, Wtoking Co., N. Y.. Oct. ‘J4, 1805.'
Sir
I am using your Cathartic Pills in my practice. and find them an excellent purgative to cleanse the
and
system
purify the fountains of the hl.md.
JOHN G. M EACH AM, M. D.

From

Pants

or THE BEST QUALITY.
—ALSO—

Church. Boston.

i.i

Cathartic Pills.

II

G»

>}u&lities.

handsome

a

'flapped Bands

I

S aids

y

of

x

”V

Piles
Kheiimat ism

Fistulas

o

a. styles and
and Yaeutia

hand

•*

Sea.

Boys’Clothing

•

J. V. HIMES.

Yours,

on

Bunions
I’l

cure

Austin A Chute’s Store.

x

Both the Ointment and jfills should he
used in the following eases :

—

VE S T S

Erysipelas, Scrofula, Kins’s Evil, Tetter,

thi

Tie
mendous sensation.)
“I did’nt like our minister’s sermor
last Sun lay," said a deacon who hat
slept all s- rm in time, to a brother dca
con.
“Did'nt like it, brother A.? \Vhj
I saw you no/htiny assent to every prop
osition of the parson.”

Himes,

English, French,

Fancy Doeskin

Fbev have also

Dear

the settle

of a curate, the deacon
church thus addressed the
ment

1*.

friends.

when he tries tc

that in order to gt*

J

from various p Cities «*
! American Broadcloths.

11 S|N,'S PANTS, of
k Lasting. Cashmere

Dr. Ayer: I have used yotir Tills with extraordinary
in my family and among those 1 am called to visit
in distress. To regulate the organ* of digestion and purify
the blood they are the very l**st remedy 1 have ever
known, and I can confidently recommend them to my

was a

recollect how*a silver dollar looks. He
we live in a worlf
says the notion that
of changeis a great fallacy.
A tenant of Lord Frederick Camp
bell, being aut hunting with him, pliec
him so thick with
My Lord,” am

a

Black an,l

success

just died, and whe

great dog fancier, has left orderto his heir to pay the taxes on 100
dog:
belonging to him, and to devote a par
of the revenue of a very fine estate t.,
their support.
A friend of ours says that he has beer
without money so long that his heat

Rer.

d

SACK and

RAG LAX OVERCOATS, the most
beautiful garment out.

bloody dysentery.

Prom

being asked how he liked
reported to have remarked ;
“Why, d’ye see, I took her for to be only half of me. as the parson says ; bul

a, .?
with

Business Coats

Indigestion and Impurity of the Blood.

A sailor
his bride, is

be fo<

may

DRESS, FIIOCK,

by expelling large <pnmtities
body. Tin v afterwards cured
of

Cashmeres
T-J. tiler

[’ill AM) WIXTI’R CLOTHING !
of the most fisliionable
styles.

—

Two French lawyers recently travelled
from Marseilles to hrutw.da to fight a duel.
Aft r arriving on the ground, they discovered that “the whole originated in a mistake,”
shook hands, and w**iu back without any
lo«w of blood, but minus eouie two hundred
francs apiece.

,

colors an.1 (jo.ii.t-es and of t he latest
import, n
fashionable styles. Also an extensive .*.v»,.rt

la;

II

more man an

punnc

over

x

precedentedly upon the esteem of all men. They are safe
and pleasant to take, but powerful to cure. Their pene-

French ami fiprmun

IjtglKh,

TO

MATE

CLEANSE THE BLOOD AHD CURE THE SICK
Invalids, Fathers, Mothers. Physicians,
Philanthropists, read their KflVcts,
and juilge of their Virtues.

null 'T*

uoiore me

neon

deservedly popular in the

v

j

.Mill

\s
ix

1

."x. ■<«■('■ irv,
Ri')_d‘oin‘, Wind-Tails. I'
!
»’.••'.o|4. (’racked Heels. <**11 of rill k
W
;i
Y'<
Sp-.ifjs. Hr-nses. Fistula. s:».
f «.t. S ,1 Cracks. Strains. L.nn< u -ss, K-'wn(J axe. M uiye. I* >.-t
1'.
Si"'
h
Sheep. (»•«! M 111 C'l'VS. Ith>* .tnat'XlM
A..
K\!<-'-i al I’oix ms. IV fill
A ’■
l'r xt Itit.-x. Polls, Coi ns,
Nidi:x
Wh
ovs. l’» ;: nx a,id Scalds. ChillMains, Chappel linn Is. C-irin-x. Contric’ions of tin* Mux.

SORE LEGS. SORE BREASTS. AND

->

than Ever.

rheaper

(SUGAR COATED,J

....

Your lordship,”

n

have rere.ved their EAI.l. AND
V.''INTI L
V All, Ii t.ems
f
i,tvv
.id
ml-rely
now cor.stitt tea their
orim'ent
?
,r
t|u Inreest ever off* r#*d in. them toe he
'their stock may be found a Inr/and p»h
exlen
•ive ussi.rtment of

Oh, my dear sir !” said a poor suffer r to
Gnti.st, “that is the
wrong t ».>t!
,M
p dleu *at
“Very sorry, inv dear
i,eir reguare the lest cathartic we employ,
sir.*'said tie* hi undering operator* “but a- sav thev
J.
,1... /„yr is*|iiirk and decided. Cunae<]tienCw r
t
r
an admirable remedy for derangements <>f that
only t!.re altogether, when I be- j ly they nr-*
organ. Indeed. I have seldom found a case «>f Iriluna disgin, I’m sure to be right next time !’’
ease so obstinate that it did not readily yield to them.
AL<»N/" BALL. M. D..
Fraternally yours.
A Dutchman wanted to wed a wid -w. and
Physician of the Marine H'xspitaL
Ms manner of making know n his intention
and Worms.
Relax,
Dysentery,
wa« ns follows :
“If you is content to get a
Post OrncE, H.artland, Liv. Co., Mich., Nov. 16, 1855.
h -if t for a worse, to h-‘
Dr. Ayf.k: Your Pill* are the perfection of medicine.
for
mis
*raa
happy
have done my wife more g.«c*d Ilian 1 car. fell you.
hl*», and if yousm >kesand drinks ale, 1 shall They
She had l>een si. k and pining away for in<>nth.s. Went
take you no better and much worse.” Upon off to be doctored at great expense, but g“t *»*.« better. .She
then
commenced taking y.-ui Pills, which ~*11 cured her.
which the lady said, “Yaw.”

split1’

i;<
c.i.

They

Cathartic Pills,

*•

to

T

•orkmanshi|

AYER’S
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“ready
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disposed of their Ol.p STOCK OF GO()[W

n ^

‘ken advantage of the pressure ir. the
Ti.rt-kn
to
purchase CHEAP hv p.n inic h wilt enable them to s# 11

'1V<*

i
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aches

Sale in Ellsworth

S. PADLEFORD & CO.,

*

ftixed

*o

A butcher who has

Furnishing Goods,
offered fur

't

health.

ur Cherry Pref-p. a hs* •'••ne f -r
to inform you what
rider the
my wife. ’She had U*en five months lab. rir.f
ii" aid
dangerous symptoms of Consumption, from wh.ch
Hie w.«« '■•ad .y
w could procure gave her mil' ll relief.
t
failing, until l»r. Strong, of thi* city, where we ave i.
V*.Vt advicf, recommended a trial of > r.r me.li
Ideas liiskindness. a> ve do your skill, f >r she l• >* t•
She is not yet a* strong a* sh n« 1
ered from that day.
to be. but is free from her < •ugh.an 1 tails lo rr-olf v .-li.
Yours with gratitude and regard.
ORLANDO sHKI.RY, or SntLSTYtLLr.
Omsumpti'-'f, <lo n despair till you have tried Ay sr.'s
ChERKY Pt'ToRAL. It is made | V oil. of th- Is-«t Il.edu .1
rhemists in the world, mid its cure* all nroiirid ii- l» spe.d^
the high ments of its virtues.— I’hiUul'ij-’ua Ltdpr.
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h«-re
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1 st »rv is told of a Yankee who went
lir.-t tim in a o iwiing alley, ami kej t
f*i':- ‘Way at t
pins to the imminent p r. 1
v.
-si far f rom
having anything
t.f priz a was ;c-theh
; op
i;,
1.
on,
.ago...
aV...ring to avoid tie* halls •*!
p.u r, which ratth-d on all sides of the
.nwithout
t
;
-aching them. At length th.
illw. so ing the predicament the h iv was
i
in, y-lied out, as in- let drii ariuth- r hall,
“stand in am mgst the pins if you don't want j
to got hit r*
*l

..

of I*

-for.e*

STOCK OF

CLOTHIXft
Ever

Ellsworth. Maine.
or Office

AND

*•

FALL ANI) WINTER

Dealer

Meanwhile. XovemV r's morning
Is st.-.iling on apace ;
Let no man as he hopes for heaven,
Be absent from his place
But, till th<* hour appr laches.
Work with what might he may.
And ri_.‘ t oVr wrong shall triumph—
Goi speed the glorious day !
Dean*.
A g

*** S*»T*1

i

the !Mai
V -.v \ uk

—■

CLOTHING

Tin; I ARt.FST

I •; a

at

j

in

WATERHOUSE,

S.

WOUNDS AND ULCERS.
HKNRY L. PARKS. Merchant.
last forty year*.
Some of th- most scientific surgeon* now rely s- l.-'v
A. A RAMSEY. M.IV. Albion. Monroe Co.. Iowa.
r*n theuscot this wonderful Oiutuient. when Laving to
of
write*. Sept. fi.
During my practice
many years
sores
worse curt a of
wounds, ulcers.:
rej»e with lb
I have found nothing equal to your Cherry Pectoral for
klllll'Hi
1,1.-*.
liliw IMS.
giving ease an 1 relief to consumptive patient*, or curing i-i'imnaml of tin* Allied (» 'nrrium-nts
to the
rii*patched
*uch as are curable.”
|
hospital* nf 1'ie K.i«t. laree shipme-ts nl this Ointment
most conWo might «•!! volumes «I evidence. i-m
I- used n
ior the direct ion »I the Medical St»IT. in the
vincing proof of the virtues of tins ii uu-dy is found in its \vnr,«.’cases
wiMinds
It will cureany ulcer, glandular
’.ine. *ti:Tm*«s or contraction df the joints, even of
effects upou trial.
“<£0 years’ Handing.
Consumption.
Probably no one remedy 1ms ever l-e^n known whi<*li
PILES AXI) FISTULAS.
cared so many and such dangerous o»m« na this Some
Tj»e«e arid ulhet similar distressing complaints ran he
no human aid can reach; but oven to those the CutMT
r:Vrtt. i',> rm»-d if the Oi nmeiit he w*:: up '*• J
.-t
Pectoral affords relief snd cmfort.
the |«n.H aiTectr-d ami by otherwise following the printe
Astor IIwsr, Nrw Y kk City. Mar, h 5. 1'5<j
directions around around each p 'l.
feel it s duty and a pleasure
TVvxor Atkr. 1»wkii.:

STORE.

following

AVhat-’V' r go mI w do
To th.* pouroet and the meanest on©,
lie Knows and feels it tot).
Think that liis eye is oh r you :—
Let not your faith grow dim ;—
For the vote you east lbr Freedom
I« a vote east lor Him.

k

ex-

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR AT LAW

No remedy Ins over done so r»i• j• h for the cure of ili-*
whatever form hey mi* assume, as
r*-*9 of the Mem
hi* Ornament.
N case ol S.i
Kin-urn. Nuirtiy. Sore
withstand it*.
Herds Sjrobiia or Ery.ipel.ir. « an
>
The invenlur has travelled i-r nu n parts
H.lUiei
s,, tah d>snensiug
*fthe globe, vtsltlne theptin. ipa;
Ibis O.ntmenl. giving a.i v ice as to it- h; |.'cation an.I
has thus been tho means of restoring c -Duties.- numbers

SWf

••

us,

1111s

j

SCORBUTIC HUMORS-

or l'hthisic, and Uronehitis.
WFST MANCHESTER. l’A.. Feh. 4. lKAfi.
Your Cherry Pkctoral i« performing marvellous
It has relieved several from alarmcure* in this section.
ing #vnipt<*m* of consumption, and is now curing a uiau
who lias laU'rod under an affection of the lungs for the

to he Clothed

with the Above House is nn
client LIVERY STARLE.
Coaches always
ttendance for the accomodation of travelers.

Rv the aid of a microscope, we see millions of little
riper.higs on ;lie surface ol our bodies. Through these
tins Ointment, when rubbed on /he skin. iscarri d to
Riseos.-s n! the Kidneys. dis
any organ or inward part
or !r's of the Liver, atl'ections of /he heart, Inflammation
nl the Lung*. Asthmas. Cough* and Colds, are by Its
mr.ii.s etlecmaov cured
l.very housewife knows that
salt passes ire. lv through Invno penetrates through and
thickness
I'nis bra Dug Ointment lor more readily pen
TiU'* through any hone
flashy part of the livi. g
l>. >.!v curing
e most dangerous inward Com plaints, that
ran not he reached by other means

ERYSIPELAS, SALT RIIEl'M,

Ptn

!

■

The T. »rd of All has told

Many People
-.IX

••

! As'V-a.

as

ELLSWORTH

n cs;
lie ill-'
>1
ny Ii.eiTVSlUl vaKCS.
•! ''<• ..bin. .• »;
*
1
isi’t
•.nil the dark Missouri waves,
'.or|
»..f
lie hra'th. of
J re.".o evar ku >wn
A vie sent their best and bravest
bus l<ee
,i
f■ r» -l a* Us ,v.g
iirvtr lati
.iTford r.- -I.
F:> battle with tie* foe ;
pr
j*rrltvs
j
And will they see them vanquished
FEMAl.K COMPLAINTS.
W ithout one helping blow ?
\
Bv ell you hope ol Messing,
And all you fear of ill.
(harm
J courses a a. period* act mi: a n»a -i r,i«* <►
I. I* alio Ih» i'Mi an.!
»u»*.l:r■*..*? tn.ica
given
0 show them in X *vemb r
*r
,n,i
bi!i!Ten
f mI iff*-*. ami
; conse j
CcmpU
j
T1
,* rs still !
are
br
it
you
uiently no I'auiU should e vv.ih.u.t it
And‘'peak $•» loud and eheerlv,
:
1 hat every X irthern gale
Holloway's Pilh arc the best lerredv
Shall waft, them your victorious shouts
known in the wot Id for the
T tell the joyous tal *!
diseases :
'■,r

Half

jyConnocted

■

Asthma

IIAMLIX.

(
j

GENERAL DEB1I.11Y, ILL HEALTH

1

Maj

FOR

—

!li»
j

18.000

COM-

1

AMOS LF.F. Esq.. Monterey. I a., write-*. 3d Jan.. 1 “.‘•ft:
‘•I had a tedious Influenm, which confined uie in door*
six weeks; took many medicine* without relief; finally
tried vour Pectoral hy the advice of our clergyman.
The first »l«**e relieved the sore no** in my throat and
lungs; less than one half the l»>ttle made m completely
well. Your medicines are the cheapest its well as tin best
w ran buy. aud we esteem jou, Doctor, and your remedies, h* the i>oor man’s friend.”

—

And not alone Xew-England men
In Kansas chains are lying ;
No single State of the bright sixteen,
Put there her sons are dying.
New-York with all htr cities ;
J rsev In orchards fair
Aud Pennsylvania, land of Peace,
And sweet named Delaware ;
rhoss southern lino

THE GRAN D EXT ERN ALU EM E D Y

SeRivorirtn. Mt*s.. Feb. 7. 1S‘>6.
Rrotrkr Ayer: I will ch-H-rfUlly certify your Pr.cTORAt
i* the l*>*t remedy we jx«**es* for the cure of Whooping
O'ug’i. ('roup. an<l the cheat diseases of children. We of
your fraternity in the South appreciate your tikill, an<i
commend your medicine to our people.
II IK AM CONKLIN. M. D.

0. W- STONE Sl CO.. So> Proprietors.
'.is Centra Street. Lowell. Mass.,
must be addressed.
ah dealers in medicine. -fzi

ii'oet

HOLLO WAVS OINTMENT

Croup, Whooping Cough, Inflnonzn.

OlSce of the Pro

*

ROCKLAND. ME

j

A H MORTLK.Y. E9Q..of Cm a. N.Y.. write*: “I have
used your Pectoral myself and in my family ever since
you invented it. aud believe it the best medicine for its
With a bad cold I should "ooiicr
purpose ever put out.
pay twenty-five dollar* f>r a bottle than do without it, or
take any other remedy.”

man—

These Pills

«•

_L

t»*n year* ha* shown it to po**c*s superior virtue* f>r tho treatment of these
complaint*. F.IU.N KMtiHT. M. P.

HEALTH.

the i;
mm race t<» he weighed
Tt has been the lot
down bv di.seise and sullen.ig. ...'a Pills are
spec a i!y adip'od t<> t f-v i. i«■ I f the weak t h» nor' '.*
the delii ate. and ttie infirm. <>1 ail climes, ages sexes'
_h r:.iten.i
a-..5 -inniitnil >n
Pc •: H nl
;• |4jrs
>

IIo! men of Massachusetts !
And men of sea-washed Maine !
; ibe n a.ufaclure *>l hta iikmo >t> m me L'i>>fe.» Males.
Will ye meekly boar what the wicked dare,
am! otfers ihim Ifl a !i>«
And say that hope is vain ?
remedy itie world ever saw for llie rena val o d:
case.
Through the clouds that hover o'er them,
see
the
North
Star
shine,
1
They
PILLS
THESE
PURIFY
THE
And they cry to you, “Oh ! ransom us,
BLOOD.
For our God and for thine !”
famous Pi ;.%• are a. ••-.
These
to
ou.hiiied
operate
There's but one way to save them
I
the li‘ r. me kid n* the lungs, the
tie stomach.
One way to rout the foe ;
«k.
and he IhmvoIs corre. • n a y der.si gM. enl i.. Ihe.r
lunciuins
the
t1. the very fountain of life,
Your vote of next November
pt.nfyin*
ami thus caring d
in all r.s funti«.
Can lay their armies low.

to

22tf

BY S. G. DENNIS,
CORNER MAIN AND SEA STREETS,

Brtwfteii*, Mam.. 20th Pec.. 1*5A.
Dr. J.C. Ayer I do not hesitate to say
have ever found for
the I st remtilr
Cough*. Hoars* n«‘«*. lufluonrn. aud the
concomitant symptoms of a Cold. is your
Cherry Pectoral. It* constant use in
my practice and my family for the last

■

WHY ARE WE SICK !

Ellsworth, Mains.
jy On Main Street.

llonrscnrss.'
more

than any other Medicine ever betoje offered to the
PEOPLE.
Suspassing all other Pi!!* in their opera: i.*n f,*r ease
and efhncy. leansing ai d removing the
morbid humors from the
BODY.
Restoring to the Patier.t hi* lost treasure, the riches

<

HOUSE.

TINKER,...Proprietor.

FUR THE RAPID CTRE OF

PHYSICIAN'S

!

prisons,

1 I. J.

Colds, Coughs, nnd

valuable am! potent medicine In the

WORLD;
Recommended and prescribed by

MARVELLOUS AUE j

FOR A

CHERRY
PECTORAL,

DR. WM. R. HAYDEN’S
i

AMERICAN

KF1FKT l

MAKVF.lil.OrS

A

AYER’S

SUCCESS.

UNPARALLED
OF

There have been days of darkness,
Of peril and dismay,
Since the Mayflower furled her weary sails,
In the stormy Plymouth Bay ;

But

LET US REASON TOGETHER.

|

THE FOURTH OF NOVEMBER

tMMENS BAND

I
»

LODEONS,

(i

SERAPH1NES & ORGANS

These celebrated Insttumenta are rarelully sad *ub
initially made of the most Improved palter. * and
“*«h, and for ea?e ol action, nehne** and |mwer ol
ii.e. are
not *urpa»*ed by any iu the country
Tin
leiodenn Orcan lias a Sub Buae of deep aud full lone.
it very desirable for Clmrr.h uee
inking
All instrument* warranted
Warefoom, 28(> WashBoston.

LIGHT! LIGHT! LIGHT!
GAS FIXTURES, of the moat desirable patterns
c handetiers Bracket*. Pendant?, Ac
with every (ie*
c ipliun of
Lamp? manufactured and for *ale cheap
A l*o. Burninf Fluid and
Campheue, at the lowest
p
SMITH h TARBELL, 19 Waahlnfioa Si Boaioo.
—

RAINING, GLAZING, GILDING AND
PAPERING.
Executed in the best style.

|*
pj

Particular attention paid to Graining; Varying ; Polishing; Ornamenting and Eiiam-

e*

mg

<

SHIPS’ CABINS AND PARLORS.
CARKIAOE PAINTING,
Oil Burnished and Water Proof Gilding,
bl tokitig Glasses & Picture Frames Ke.Gilded

SIGN PAINTING
ivery description dons
stf

#

on

reasonable terms

J. FRAZIER

General DepotsNo. 54 White Street, New York, and 70 South Third Street, Philadelphia.
Ihfoktast AnsocjiCEJtKJtT!—PULMONARY CONSUMPTION P08ITIVELYCURKD BY WESLEY GBINDLE, M. 1)
Moth justice t" the Author and humanity to the Sick demand

a

candid hearing.

Please read the whole Ultra, then hand t

Still, how much more knowlet 1-C d<
possess than wc once did. Er«ry physician
In announcing to th-- public more generally an im- and almost ever other person, i> aware that many <il*
which were once incurable by any means knowi
portant (li-i ncry which we have recently made for eases
tlu ure of an obstinate and frightful disease, we to the profession, are now perfectly controllable bj
W'i'iM have the reader understand, at the outset, that remedies which have since been dug from the grea :
u .- are as much
and the decep- storehouse of nature. Prompted by such considera
to

PUBLIC.

TI1K

TO

man

suffering!

we now

opposed quackery,
pretenders to medical .science

must malig
prat tice lions we have often fought disease in its
and not uufrequently have saved the pa
uj“Ci the people, as any man living. We know to nant forms,
wliat an extent this ppechs <»f deception lias been tient who had been given up to die. W e inak- thi
can i
1; how it has slink a the public confidence in tiie remark, not to boast of any skill or success w ind
and in medical men whose skill may have fallen to our lot, but to illustrate a piinci
medical

inch

t: 'U v,

mere

profession,
fidelity make them

and

iTort. however,

<

mi'> n<u;<e

w

hich

r.uiTAT

a

lias met with

have

recently

ki.medy lor

uio

I ho

race.

made to bring

cure

response; and

hearty

a

benefactors of the

wc

we

ui

uimum-,

know ut

no

successfully discharge an
obligation, moral as well as professional, which we
owe our own conscience and the sick, than by throww

which

by

ay

we can

more

pie.

Cease it seeks to

or

N. Y.

re.

around it, as though it came from above, and we lost at
time in preparing the medicine. It was given. Its salu
•«rv elTect w as certain. The gradual recovery of our pa
tient pro\c4 that our confidence was well founded, it
"’as given toothers. Its
great efficacy was placed heyoml a doubt. A deep sensation was created, and patiincreased on our hands. Some have been taken
from death’s door. Many have regained health of body
and mind, and many more are on the road to it. We
ents

receive letters every

day from physicians and others
congratulating us upon the discovery we have made,
and assuring us of its happy etfects. The demand
for this remedy constantly increases. And when wo
say that no discovery in the healing art, which has

(>ur former preparation, used so extensively in oui
private* practice for the cure of pulmonary consump | been made the present century, has created so great
lion, was suited to many constitutions, but not to all popularity and confidence in so short a time—w e state
It lacked one important ingredient, which after mud ] what is positively true.
Take God Liver Oil, Cherry Syrup, Cherry Poctorthought and study, has been supplied. 1 <•», it ha\
h.

rn

xmn,Ji. A

A ml here

we

would remind those

w

In

ai,

imiuuiuou ui

wipors,

aim an

oilier

puueu

nostrums

have any knowledge of the preparation referred to for this disease ; combine all their virtues into one,
We set up no claim t<* public favor by taking upon that we never stated that it was an effectual cure it and we should not have a remedy which would, at
ourself any new name. It is sufficient for us to be nil cases, nor in a large number of cases; much lesi I all, compare with this. Put all those men together
\\ e statei who have become notorious by advertising in the paknown as a physician. Hut we are no conservative that it would cure all kinds of diseases.
in medicine. Though a graduate of medicine in the that in many cases it effectually checked the disease pers that they can cure consumption, and they canof New York, we believe in progress ; and that in many cases it failed, owing to a constitu- not produce so many real cures, during their whole
l

ing

this extra.

out

Diversity

audit has
ance

in

been

always

within

means

our

gaining

a

our

study

to

employ

every
assistof the nature of dis-

reach that would afford
true

knowledge

us

and the most safe, speedy, and effectual cure;
and we confess that we have derived advantage from
every school or sect in our midst; from all we have
ease,

tional difficulty w hich remained to be overcome. 1 lifetime, as we can furnish in one month. This may
proved to be what tee said it teas. Our present reme- look like boasting, but it is the solemn truth. And
dy, however, meets this difficulty. It reaches tin here we would state, for the benefit of those who may
blood, arrests the deposit of tubercle in the lungs, re- not be informed upon the subject, that the system of
inhalation has been tried again and again by the best
stores the vital energies to their normal condition
and proves to be a most wonderful remedy in tin men in the profession, and has often been rejected as

to our stock of remedies which treatment of this horrible disease.
For a long time we have believed that something
enables us to battle disease more effectually.
We announce, then, that we have found a medicine could be done, more than ever had been done, for tin
which proves to be a most effectual cure for pul- poor victims of consumption ; that some one in thj;
monary consumption, and our present object is to stirring age—an ago of discoveries and progress ir
make a few statements in connection with this sub- useful sciences—would bring to light a sure remedy

brought something

ject, and support them by evidence coming from such for

it was not, however, till the grim
tins disease,
for doubt will be lelt in the messenger came within our own borders and stared
mind of the candid reader. Reader! bo candid and us full in the face, that we thought and felt most
That dreaded cough, la
treat this subject with that attention which its impor- deeply upon the subject
sources

that

no

ground

Carefully
then judge for yourself.
demands.

tance

peruse the whole extra,

The nature and treatment of this disease has ena large portion of our attention and study, and

gaged
what

success we

have

enjoyed,

we

believe, has been

the result, in a great measure, of a sentiment deep
fixed in our mind, viz: that Nature has provided a
remedy for every disease to which man is necessarily

subjected.

Reasoning

from

analogy,

wc

long

since

this conclusion. We know there is a remedy
for all our moral ills. The influence which comes
from the resurrection, example, and teachings of the

came

to

God,
really

remedy. Yet how little does the
know of this; and how little do wc
know of the means which the Creator has placed
within our reach for the prevention and relief of huSon of
world

is that

useless. It has been tested and rejected for centuries.
If it affords a little relief it is sure to be temporary,
and the disease returns with increased violence. The
reason is obvious, viz: Pulmonary Consumption is
not

a

local but

a constitutional

Now

a

word of

leaving

a

cavity?

disease.

theory, then some proofs. Some
poor sufferer, full of anxiety and doubt, in regard to
to what we say, may ask, Can your medicine restore
a portion of lung that disease has entirely destroyed,
We answer, certainly not, neither

respiration, accelerated but feeble pulse, general is this necessary in order to effect a perfect cure, and
debility, flushed check, and other complications and a radical chango in the tendency to pulmonary dissymptoms which were fast setting in, were certain ease. If the treatment be commenced in season, but
proof of the unhappy condition of our patient. Ws little or no portion of the lung is lost It is necessary
administered our favorite remedy, the beat we had at only to arrest the disease, and when this is done, the
that time, hoping that it would check the disease, as concrete substance deposited in the tissue of the lung,
it had many times before. Hut in this it failed, and technically known as tubercle, becomes absorbed,
the patient continued to sink. All our energies were leaving, perhaps, a little calcareous substance which
put to the test, and after much thought upon the is quite harmless, and the patient finds himself in
pathological condition of the system laboring under possession of whole lungs and sound health. But
the blighting influence of the disease, it suddenly suppose the disease is not arrested at this early stage.
flashed upon our mind that a certain ingredient, in- The softened tubercle produces irritation ; the irritatroduced into our former preparation, would meet a tion brings on inflamation of that part of the
constitutional difficulty, and prove an infallible reme- {lung; the intUmation leads to ulceration, and the
dy. The thought brought with it the utmost confi- ; the destruction of a portion of the tissue is the redence. Our ollectious clung around it, and still cling sult; a cavity is formed which enlarges and does itd
bored

—

J.—L

-BJ1

_

!...

■

m_

work of

death, unles- the deposit of tubercle is ar- j cal faculty were right in pronouncing this an incurrested. Now, does your remedy cflVt a cure? Mmt | able disease.
“Can CoNsunmoK be Cured? is still the inquiry
at*uredly if doe*. A> soon as the di.-ease is arrested, the hurtful matter is absorb'd or expectorated, of the sufferer, and the poor mortal ujwm whom
and nature furnishes the cavity with a lining mem- this disease has set its
fangs, like a drow ning man,
brane, or what is more common, where it is of large still catches at even*thing that promises relief; and
sire, its walls fall together and heal up, leaving a scar; it is well that it is so. Were it otherwise, any great
and the remaining portion of the
respiratory appara- I discovery by which disease can be cured would be of
tus, true to a law running through the whole physi- benefit, because the w orld had come to the conclu|
cal economy, becomes somewhat enlarged, takes on ^ sion that there was no use in
trying.
increased action, and suitably compensates for that
Not long since, I>r. Wesley Grindle, a physician
which has been lost
Post-mortem examinations of high standing in this city, announced that, ho had
mnde upon the bodies of those who had
perfectly re- found a rem**ly which actually cured this horrible
covered from phthisis pulinonalis, and died years fit" disease. Statements came to us from the most reliable
other cause, prove die truth of sources of cures which had been effected, and which
doubt Our hospital advan- were still being effected, which were truly startling in
tages have enabled 11s to make many demonstrations their character, and we became convinced that there
of the kind. Every well-educated physician under- must be reality in his cures, and so stated.
Since,
stands this. The great difficulty has always been to we have seen the living witnesses of his
over
tern

ard^ from

this

theory beyond

some

a

triumph

arrett

fectly.

the disease.

Now

remedy d<yi* thin perinvigorates the constituwithstand those slight expoour

More than this it

tion, and prepares it to
sures and changes in the weather which the debilitated and feeble sink under.
Now wc will bring forward
which

we

have in

our

of the evidences

possession, in support of the
Already we have nearly

We

1 hen follows the article we hare
already taken
from the Atlas.
The following is from the Dressmakers' awl Mil-

liners' Guide, published by S. T.
Taylor, No. 4i»7
Broadway, New \ ork. Mr. Taylor is a gentleman of

position, ami stabs important facts for the benefit of
suffering humanity. Are these tilings so ? As certain

as the sun rises in the cast and Rets in the west.
Thu* Mr. T. writes:

“Startlixq Facts.—Dr. Wesley Grindle, a physician of eminence in this
city, has recently proved beyond a doubt that pulmonary consumption can he
cured. This he has done
as well as theo-

retically.

His late

practically
remedy called Magic

Compoi no, exercise* a remarkable inilucncc over this and other elm »niediseases. Many have actually been restored to health
who had been given up to die not
only by their

the worst form of disease, and the desire of each and friends but
by well-educated physicians, and they are
every one of them is, that wc should make known now living monuments of the doctor's complete trithis great discovery to the world for the benefit of umph over tlic most
frightful disease known to man.
others similarly affected.
We sneak positively upon this
for the benefit
" lib ibis

some

quote the following article from that paper.
advise all to read and be candid.'*

no

evuiencc before

hesitation in saying that

uan

re

uritEn.

It

us, therefore,

we

have

pulmonary consumption

of those who need tlic

astonishing effects,

subject,
medicine; for we

and know

what

we

have

seen

its

recommend.

s cures nre hi me
lonuek an incurable dis- e*.
present nine creating a great
great (lea! more than wo ever sensation, both in the medical profession and out of
a bushel of testimonials from
persons who have been thought we should he able to say, but it rests upon it, and we cannot too earnestly advise those who need
cured themselves, or seen cuics effected in their fain- positive
proof; and it is due Hr. (irindle that ilia dis- a great remedy to obtain this immediately. Life itself
tiles or neighborhoods, by the use of our Inte remedv
covery should be made known to the world. For the may hang upon the decision of the moment 1 >o we not
Hut we have space for very little of this evidence. The benefit of
suffering men and women it should he pub- make an effort to save life and mitigate suffering by
character of the testimony, however, which we do lished in
every newspaper in the country. It is a calling in the physician when there is a faint hope of
introduce must convince every person of reason and shame the success of I>r. O. has stirred
up the mal- benefit? And shall we not try where there is a rcadiscernment—unless he at onec throw it aside, mere- ice and
envy of many physicians of the conservative tonablc hope?”
ly because humbug lias heretofore been practiced in order; instead of this, he is worthy of our highest
We clip the foil* wing editorial from the Jf. Y. l’comedicine—that our remedy effects remarkable cures
; regard ; and we predict that the secret of this medi- pie’s Organ and Advocate, edited
by A. I). Jones, a
for trch testimony never could have been obtained if cine will, in time, be
bought up by the profession, man of talent, experience, and the strictest probity.
not founded upon facts.
We first introduce an edi- and prove an important accession to the
healing art, The paper contains great moral principles, and must
torial from The Xcw York Allot.
The Allot is ed- and a specific for the cure of a disease
that, perhaps, do immense good in every family which it visits.
ited and published by II canine & Korns, o’Kor, .Vo. fills more graves
annually than any other in the cata- Thus lie voluntarily writes:
44 Ann-it.
Mr. Herrick, the author of this article logue of ailments. This
subject is creating a great
Important Decision.—We are pleased to hum
is one of the aldermen of this city, and has been well sensation
among physicians as well as others, and our that the more intelligent of the medical
faculty are
known and highly respected for many
and
advice
to
no
years,
consumptive invalids is, that they lose no fast approaching a true estimate of Dr. Wester
considerations could induce that gentleman to risk time in
obtaining this cheat remedy. What if we fiitiNDLE’s Celebrated Magic Compound, for the treathis reputation for honesty and truth
by writing as he have been deceived heretofore? better be cheated a ment ofall Pulmonary complaints. Some ofour must
has done, unless facts lay at the foundation of his thousand times
by mere nostrum-venders than once conservative physicians, who have the greatest dread
statements.
Moreover, we never advertised one line reject the means of cure when placed within our of
quackery, have been compelled by the sheer force of
in his paper. The editor gives important informareach, and cheat ourselves out of our lives. Though the evidence produced before their eyes to admit tint
tion for tlie benefit of the sick and
suffering in the this medicine has been before the public hut a short the Doctor doei cure Contumption, and strongly
world. Thus he writes verbatim:
time, immense quantities arc already being dispatched recommend the
Compound to their own patients
“Can CossrmwioN nr Cibed *—To that portion of
by mail and express to many parts of the country.” when all their own remedies fail. This is at once a
the human family afflicted with this horrible
The following is from the Commercial liejitter, a
disease,
compliment to the discoverer of this great medicine,
140 Fulton-st, New York, F. Woods, Editor. This and an assurance to the
public that this compound is
4...
1 ..l
1 Al
?
them it is a question of life or death. The failure la
indeed a "magic compoino, and that it is destined
of the medical profession,
heretofore, to devise any in pointing the consumptive invalid to a source to save the lives of thousands who would otlierwi.se
means for the cure of this
disease, has invested it whence he may expect relief. Thus he writes:
go down to early graves.
with a terror that accompanies scarcely any other
Important to the Public.—Many of our readers
Like nil great scientific discoverers, Dr. O rindle had
chronic complaint To assure a man or woman that arc aware that of late a certain doctor in our
city, by to contend with much prejudice, and encounter strong
they iiad the consumption, was almut equal to sav- the name of Wesley Grindlc, has created no little stir opposition. But,
mighty in the consciousness of
ing, your days are numbered ; you may as well settle in the medical ranks At first we thought it was one
holding in his hands one of the most blessed boons
up your worldly affairs, and make your peace with of the humbugs of the day, and uttered not a word to
mankind, quietly, anil without resort to the usual
your Creator, for you must surely die with the dis- of approval; but the evidence that this gentleman has methods of
trumpeting his discovery to the world, he
ease that now aflliets
yon. Quacks took advantage actually brought before the public a remedy which took measures to show the excellence of his
prescripof this dread in the public mind, and
by pretending does cure pulmonary consumption is overwhelming, tion by its actual working on the human lungs. Asto be able to cure this frightful disease,
and
we
are
that
we
are able to point the sick
gathered goldhappy
tonishment at first took possession of his enemies as
en harvests from the
sufferers, while in fact they to a source from which they may reasonably expect they saw the wonderful cures effected
by his comwore only attending them to the tomb.
To so great relief. We took our pen to write an article
upon this pound, and gradually they laid aside their prejudices,
■n extent had this
species of deception been carried, subject; but our views have been so well expressed and became the Doctor’s friends, and the advocates
tint the human family began to think that the inedij by the editor of tho Now York Atlat, that wo will of his cause, placing his namo in tiiat bright galaxy

statements

we

have made.

ease.

m

This is

is no

saying

A

a

a

a

large number bcsiile», w hich contain no- 5 this subject His friends have frequently ordcrod
remedj as much to tho purpose as any the medicine, through hhn, but he does not act as
tiling we have copied into our pamphlet, and any agent, nor has he any motive but to state the plain
truth. We do not know the man personally, but we
of
his
person of honest intentions can have access to these
country.
dicine one of the institutions
arc satisfied, nay, morally certain, that such a man
But the intelligence of this wonderful discovery papers.
would not make the statements we find above, unless
St
of
Rev.
Adam
is
from
The
Uei.wio,
and
following
has swept over the wide waters of the Atlantic,
remarkable cures had l»ecn effected, and had com©
is
if
it
candid
io. Now we ask any
person
orders are rapidly pouring in upon Dr. Grindle from Pariunder his immediate notice. Is not this an imporsuch
a man never would have
that
certain
not
of
renovator
his
invaluable
fur
every part of Europe,
tant subject?
cures had
unless
below
wo
find
vtemonta
ma.
weakened and decayed lungs. The English physiown
his
under
cn effected, and had come
cians. never so backward as their transatlantic breth- acti
Thomas Qua, of 85 Ann-st, New York city, says,
The pamphlet referred to is tiro firsl
not obsi'i ...,_>n.
ren in acknow ledging merit, although it appeared
Being very low, ami experiencing no benefit from

of great discoveries which spans the scientific world;
ami he has now the satisfaction of feeling that he is
his mean acknowledged benefactor of his race, and

in the vm'Tibnl form, at

scribe the Magic
coming both in

once

have adopted and preIn fnct.it is fast be-

Compound.
England and America,

an

integral

from, anil

a

tices of our

Mr. II. has given theso statements
for tho benefit of the sick and dying
around him, and not because ho has any regard foi
our
interest; indeed, wo never saw the
edition
to

the

we

issued.

public

pecuniary
part of Materia Medica.
man.
Inquire of him and see if these tilings aro so.
We do not know but wo may offend the modesty
writes;
he
Thus
of I>r. Giindie, for wc know him lobe adverse to
Good News to the Sick!—Please listen to a plain
seen enough to satourself
wc
but
have
laudation,
statement of facts and a word of advice. It is foi
i-f\ us, that measured language w ill not do him and
own goesL
his medi< ine justice, and we have no hesitation in re- your
Not many months ago I received a pamphlet
of
Pulmonic
cases
in
all
commending the Compound
from l)r. Wesley Grindle, of New York city, anoungAli'cction ami Debility."
The
euro for pulmonary consumption.
a
[From tho IMilla City Item.]

IMPORTANT TO ALL.
11
We are happv to announce to our readers that T>r.
Wisi.ey OniMH.r, of New York, so justly renowned
f.r his unprecedented success in the treatment of
Pulmonary Diseases, has, by the earnest solicitation
of this community, established a house
of the

people
Philadelphia,

ing positive
theory which
a

1

•.

_A

it laid down, the statement of facts
:_1_1

*1...

Awhl.mooo

ailrlllPinl

the

lire

of all

pulmonary complaints, and do candidly

unlike any tiling 1 had before Recn, and I was conI immedivinced there must be truth upon its pages.
a
atclv ordered a box of medicine for Mrs. Brown,
member of mv congregation, who was pronounced
of
by a skilful physician to be the last stage pulmonwas confined to her bed, and
ary consumption. She
human apgiven up to die by her friends and to ail
the reach of medical aid. To the

our

advice.

Heed it, and you will

not

have

cause

to

Adam IIelwio,
advise the afflicted to obtain it at once. Dr. Urindle
regret
has persevered until, at last, we verily believe he has
Pastor of the Lutheran Church, St. Paris, 0."
found the very remedy that was designed by ProviDeader I do not allow your
dence fur this disease.
Rev. Samuel Seideks, of Towl’s Valley, Penn.,
friends to fall into early graves, when you have the
means w

fr

ithin your reach to snatch them from the

ightful doom.”

writes:

Gkixdi.e—PearSir:—Iagain address you with
another order for your Magic Compound. \V e regard
it as a great remedy. In every case which has coiuc
“Dr.

Candid reader! remember that the quotations we
accompanied with advertisements

in flesh and

strength beyond

all

expectation.”

Wheeler, of Kirksville, Ky., writes:—“I
happy to inform you of the good effects of your
When sho
Magic Compound upon my niece.
commenced taking it she weighed only seventy
pounds; the result has been that she now weighs one
hundred pounds and she states that she feels quite
Abel

am

well.”

Werf

No. 7u South Third street. His
house in New York is No. 51 White Street. The pearance beyond
her
utter astonishment of all, she began to recover
business here is conducted by his brother and partin the short period of four weeks she was
and
health,
ner, doSIAll S. GltlltOLE.
two
about ami able to work in her family, and walk
“His remedy, from what wc have seen and heard,
It seemed like
a half miles to hear me preach.
and
terriseems tu lie a remarkable cure fur that hitherto
her
raising one from the dead. The last time I saiv
ble f«t to human fuippine.u and life, Pulmonary Conas sound a«
her
believed
she
that
lungs
stated
she
si motion ! Hundreds have actually been permanently
Soon others requested me to order the mediever.
„.,r...l olio w.-re nronouneed incurable bv the most
huncine for them. I havi ordered, altogether, one
skilful physicians, and given up to die. It is, no doubt,
most
The
worth.
astonishing
dollars’
and
dred
forty
a fact, and statistics are being collected to prove the
come under my
cures have been efleeted which have
medicine
Dr.
(jrindle’s
where
towns
in
that
assertion,
which hnvo been performed in my
and
notice,
special
has been, ami is being used, the mortality from this
I might give the names of many
own neighborhood.
And in exact prodisease has greatly diminished!
who have been entirely cured both of dyspepsia and
an
tlieii
portion to the talc of the medicine, there has teen
consumption, and many who are fast regaining
astonishing decrease in the number of deaths from con- health, but I think it unnecessary. We cannot too
sumption.
strongly recommend this great remedy to the pool
••
This, then, is no quack nostrum, but a great reme- victims of consumption, dyspepsia, 4c. AU such
dv I And we cannot too earnestly recommend it for ,U.M nl.tnin the medicine without delay. This if
in

other sources, I ordered your Magic Compound. Its
effects were certainly astonishing, and I now have the
satisfaction of enjoying sound health. I have gained

Davis, of Bristolville, Ohio, writes:
procured your medicine, snd the result was my
appetite became good. I gained in flesh and strengtli,
my cough has entirely left me, and I consider myself
ITannaii E.

I

well.”

Bcv. E.

Williams,

of Saint Catharine, Canada

writes:—“ A short time since I sent for your
valuable medicine, which has produced such beneficial results tliat 1 am induced to order more.”

West,

a

Dr. TnoMAs B. Trower, of Charleston, FI., writes
letter setting forth the great efficacy of our

long

medicine, from which

says:—“Having

we

extract

a

few lines.

Ha

little confidence in the remedies of

the books, all of which I have tried to my satisfaction,
f unhesitatingly advised one of my patients, a female,
to send for your medicine and give it a fair trial,
WHICH

ly

9IU)

well

ni'i,

Wo

miu

were

in it Minn nine nut

looking

was

cm.-

with open eyes to

sec

if

the medicine would have any salutary effect, and
were astonished to observe this lady’s rapid recovery.
Your medicine is

rightly

named—its effects

are

truly

magic-like.
You are at liberty to make any use of the above
statements that you may deem proper. Honor to
whom honor is due.
I also have other patients on hand. Please send
twelve boxes for the money enclosed ($24).”

Robert A. Grioo, Esq., of Halifax, Tcnn., writes:
Your medicine came safe to hand, and was given
It had a
to Mr. Goodman according to directions.

most salutary effect The patient was very low with
ami was given up to die by
inducement for the editors to to my knowledge it has had an excellent effect Some pulmonary consumption,
and physicians. On using your medicine
his
friends
have
been
others
cured
;
been
cannot
have
already
soundly
apeak well of us or our new treatment Yon
but are con the tightness ami suppression in the chest entirely
find our name associated with those of mere charla- obliged to continue the medicine longer,
medicine must liave a great left him, his breathing became easy and natural, his
Your
their
foolish
with
gaining.
Hood
the
tans who
preten- r,tantly
papers
now rapidly gaining strength.
no room to doubt its remarkable of- cough ceased, ami he is
sions, and do so much to retard a knowledge of what sale, for there is
His lather is a physician of the old school, and he now
is really new and useful in the healing art. It is not licacy.”
with proper manageNow we beg those who are determined to resist tht holieves that your medicine,
the company we keep. As an evidence of this we
will cure consumption.”
elder
the
will
consult
ment,
upon
wo
introduce,
have carefully preserved the papers we have quoted evidence
have made are not
of our medicine as

an

1,1

St rt"u\ C.-mors, N Y, writes:
“Mr* .1 hr. Ikvcrly, of Collins Centro, ut si k with

est,

th

ma

O

M

«

s

on i

mi:. ,-!y just uj*nn the brink
weeks since she obtained your
s.

of the grave.
A f< w
modi* ine, and what has

Why,

she U

ride ten miles

now
w

been

able to work in

ith but little

w

;

tle Control

every direction to seek the

same

relief.”

An elderly gentleman
young ladv is considered w ell.
is now lining it, and is on tho mend. Please find enclosed $14, for six boxes.”
.....

iii..:.

i:

compelled

to

this disease.

state

that it exerts lit-

It should he remember-

this disease is

entirely

different

1.1

i'.

I sent an<l obtained your medicine for a sister of mine
was low with
consumption, and it is doing wonders ill her case.”
who

■■

wEsam

chiefly upon a particular Ingredient not known and
appreciated hy the medical profession. Hence Mac.ic
CoxporNO is the name.
The medicine is in a

powdered state, but readily
for using in a liquid form, according to tho
directions which accompany it,
it is perfectly sakf;
prepared

has not been known to

disagree

with

a

single patient

tions, and the fault, no doubt, is in the nervous sup- From the very nature of the case, its tendency must
ply of the part affected ; while consumption depends be to restore the vital powers to tluir healthy normal
principally, if not wholly, upon a vitiated state of the condition. The Powder is carefully put up, and plafluids, especially that of the blood, which deposits a ced in a paper box, properly labeled. A sheet of prinhurtful substance in the lungs. Two diseases cannot ted directions goes w ith it. Over the box goes a wrapbe more unlike. We have found a great remedy ; it per, which is labeled and sealed for the convenient e of
effects great cures ; and we are glad it is in our power to do so much for the sick and suffering around
us.
But shall w o offer it for diseases which we knowdo not come w itliin its action?
We think we have a
oiiscience! k«nd w hen we cannot be a physician, and
<

deal
have

Tf

over

and depends upon another cause.
It consists in constriction of the bronchial rainitica-

fatigue.”

John Y. With, of Sylvan drove, Indiana, writ s:
“Your medicine is doing a great work here. One

W

our

we are

consequence? ed, however, that
her family, and lrom consumption,

I*. Ram«ha«<.ii, of Frederick City, Md., writes:
lady near here has Iwcn tiring your medicine, and
anrh has been her rapid improvement that she is urg-

If

hat effect

and

been asked, with much interlate remedy lias in cases of asth-

frequently

the

“A

ing people in

We have

<■!

honestly

with the sick, who

more

claim upon our fidelity and
abandon tb<* profession, but retain
a

than all others,
we will

sympathy,
our sense

of

right.

Since the foregoing was in manuscript, I Jr. Howard has stated to us that lie has used our remedy

of

sending by

mail and express to any part of tho
any part of the world w here conveyance will carry it.
One box lasts about three weeks.
About three
boxes are usually sufficient fur one patient
In cnM-s
«d long standing, however, or wlun- the «.
as
is

country and

to

strongly hereditary,
it longer.
The business of
ducted

by

our

it may be necessary to continue
our

brother,

bouse in Philadelphia is conho has been with us in New

w

of bad chronic

rheumatism, and that York ; and persons who live nearer that city than this,
The result rests upon the and order the medicine by mail or express, should
^ ii kjnson hi »*■:*, of Ivies Kails, Cumberland Countestimony of a man who could have no motive in send tlu ir orders to that place, as they can get rety. Maine, in a letter, says: —44 Hut a short time since,
turns a little sooner.
No charge for consultation
1 ordered three boxes of your
Magic Compound for Let patients troubled with rheumatic complaints try aieiineruou.se w nen persons wi.-n to obtain media friend, and these have
produced one of the most it ; we arc satisfied that it will do them great good, cine ; but we must here state, that we can find no
remarkable cures of confirmed
Pulmonary Consump- and the probability that it will effect a permanent time to throw away.
tion ever known in this vicinity.
rnre in such
Phices—()nc box, $3; throe boxes ordered at one
cases, it is worth ten times the price of
the medicine.
half dozen, $11; one dozen, or any numM e have room to introduce no more
time,
testimony.
The opposition to our mcdi< inc w hich comes from ber greater, at the rate of
$2 a box.
Read* r! if you suppose wo give the above as solicertain men found in the profession, is
The postage in the IT died States, not over 3,“‘X)
monstrously
tary cases, you make a great mistake. They are inconsistent.
Such men act as though they would miles, is fifteen cents a box; over 3,000
miles, fifty
mere samples of what are
crowding upon our atten- rather see their patients die than hand them over to cents a box. In all cases where the
tion every day.
postage must bo
\\ c could swell this extra to almost
another to be cured. These same men, when the grim pre paid, the amount should be enclosed in
money or
any size by similar references; but we suppose the
messenger visits their own families, are first and fore- stamps.
above are sufficient
most in ordering our medicine.
Tis then they feel;
Compared with the trouble and expense of getting
It w ill be seen that some papers of the
highest res- tis then they act like reasonable men ; tis then they the principal ingredient, entering into our medicine,
have
announced
our
late discovery in find relief. \\ e wish we had room to
pectability,
copy a letter from free from all impurities, our terms are moderate. Wo
medicine us important news, which should be
spread I>r. Hiram Bartlett, of South Ncwry, Maine. Speak- can do no more to bring it within the reach of all
from one end of the land to the other. Gentlemen
ing of a certain individual he says : “After seeing the classes.
editors! why not all of you follow' this
example? I good ellects of your medicine upon us, he has conDispatches are promptly made by mail and express.
w ill tell you
why not; for the same reason that many strained to acknowledge its superior virtue.”
Less then half-dozen boxes are usually sent by mail.
will liii* Iflirk mi<rV»4
rr.^tnrn.1 4„
1.
a\.
c
Let me beseech you, reader, not to cast this aside, Half-dozen boxes or more are
usually sent by express,
lies, aiul society. There has been so much offered to because you have been deceived theretofore
by that if there be a direct express line; if not, they are sent by
tile public possessing little efficacy for the cure of dismail in a number of packages ; and such are the fa i!iease, that you have determined to believe nothing,
_*
c <1
We love to cure your diseases; to tif*S of ('nnrm-ini'n fb-O
very face of it
however well founded and worthy of public confi- to
give you relief; it is our highest ambition ; in this country in a short time. In this way we now supply tho
dence and respect
we find real
pleasure; but we can only offer you the demand abroad. Purchasers now know that they get
One word more in regard to the efficacy of our means of cure; ’tis for you to decide.
the genuine article, as we have no agents.
It is absolutely' necessary to have a system in
remedy. When we first found this remedy, our atOne word to counterfeiters!
The temptation,
doing
tention was wholly absorbed with the cure of
pulmo- we are aware, will he great to those who have less this business which rapidly increases on our hands;
it
Soon,
nary consumption.
however, occurred to us conscience than avarice to counterfeit our late remedy, hence persons ordering the medicine by-letter, must
that, from the very nature of the case, the medicine and it is
proper that wc should state in advance that inclose the price.
most be a great cure fir other diseases ; and our ex- wc shall
To facilitate the business of making
keep a vigilant look-out for all such charactdispatches,
perience and that of others who have brought it to ers. Wherever there is ground for suspicion, we shall please write names and post-office addresses, where
the test, prove that, in addition to
pulmonary con- spare no pains and expense in looking it up.
We the medicine is tube sent, in a plain hand-, and give the
sumption, the following diseases are completely under mean all tee say ! What a word, counterfeiter! O name of the county and state, as well as the name of
its control, viz: scrofula, obstinate and cutaneous man ! have
the town or place by which the post-office is known.
you no shame, no conviction of right and
\\ e are responsible for all moneys inclosed in leteruptions, dyspepsia or indigestion, bilious disorder, wrong; no pulse that beats in common with suffering
and general debility ; and farther experience will no
humanity ; no regard for the present, nor fear of the ters directed as we request. We have such complete
doubt, place it before the public as a great cure for all future?
system in doing this business that itis hardly possible
diseases depending upon an impure state of the fluids.
Letters arc taken from
For the convenience of persons ordering our medi- that a mistake will occur.
our boxes
There is no remedy equal to it in building up a
every mail, and dispatches made immedisys- cine, it should have a name. We call it magic, betem that, under the influence of various
diseases, cause its effects are truly astonishing. We call it ately. Hence, all letters must be directed to
hardships, or exposures, has run down, and lost its compound, be cause more than one substance enters
DR. W. G KINDLE & BRO.,
natural vigor and tone.
into its composition, though its great virtue depends
New Yoiuc oh
j
in two

cases

it works like

a

charm."
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